Everything Is On Sale!

July 15th - August 15th
Take 10% off every non-sale item in this and any previous HBDirect catalog!
We must receive your order on or before August 15th, 2019.
See details on page 2

VT / KY / TN - please see page 2
Our hottest catalog of the year always comes in July - announcing our Annual Summer Sale, when everything is On Sale! Figuring out your pricing for this 4-week sale is quite simple. Please see the section below under “How the Sale Works” for details.

You have in hand the second of our already extraordinarily popular Mixed-Genre catalogs (watch your mailbox for our July Classics & Jazz catalog, which should also arrive in plenty of time for our 2019 Summer Sale). While offering a significant selection of classical and jazz releases, this new catalog design also offers World Music, Classic Rock, Folk, Roots of American popular music, Retro, classics of Stage & Screen, and for our many fans of Music Superstore’s Altissimo! catalog, thirteen pages of wind band, march and military music - truly a catalog within a catalog.

Explore, enjoy and push the envelope of your musical taste with the HBDirect Mixed Genre catalog! Please feel free to share your thoughts with HBDirect Customer Service, and as always, we thank you for your business!

Explore Genres of Music!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classical</td>
<td>Bach, Mozart, Beethoven / Classical Vocal, Opera &amp; Choral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altissimo</td>
<td>Marches, Armed Forces Bands, J.P. Sousa, Patriotic...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage &amp; Screen</td>
<td>Broadway, Soundtracks, Film Composers ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Music</td>
<td>International, Celtic, The Islands ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazz</td>
<td>Chet Baker, Bill Evans, Miles Davis, Nat King Cole, Diana Krall ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roots &amp; Folk</td>
<td>Bluegrass, Ragtime, Blues, Soul, Singer-Songwriters ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDs &amp; Boxed Sets</td>
<td>Various genres &amp; budget box collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retro &amp; Classic Rock</td>
<td>40s &amp; 50s, Golden Oldies, Easy Listening ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How The Sale Works

Place your order between July 15th and August 15th 2019 and you can take 10% off every non-sale item in this and any of our previous HBDirect catalogs. If a title is denoted “On Sale” or already discounted, the 10% discount cannot be applied as these items are already sale priced. All discounts are already in place on our website. This is the time to order music that rarely goes on sale!

Are you getting the classics & jazz catalog?

Get on the mailing list for our catalogs

In addition to this Mixed-Genre Catalog, HBDirect regularly publishes a specialty Classical & Jazz catalog. If you are interested, let us know. You remain on the mailing list by placing orders.

Note that, very rarely, a price may be incorrect in a catalog and cannot be honored.

Changes to sales tax obligations

HBDirect is obliged by law to collect sales tax on merchandise and shipping from residents of VT (6%), KY (6%) and TN (9.725%).

New! Leave your wallet in your pocket.

Introducing a new payment method on HBDirect.com! If you’ve placed an order in the previous three months by phone or on the web, you can select Card On File as your payment method. We will bill your last-used credit card and contact you if we have any questions.

Los Angeles Philharmonic - 100 Years [32 CDs + 3 DVDs]

Celebrating a legendary label-orchestra partnership and 100 years of musical excellence, Deutsche Grammophon marks the CENTENNIAL of the LA Philharmonic with a limited edition 32 CD + 3 DVD set assembled with input from Music & Artistic Director Gustavo Dudamel. Starting with Otto Klemperer and featuring every music director since (including conductors LB and Stravinsky), the set includes 2 CDs of previously unreleased historic recordings and archival surprises, plus 3 live DVD performances. The editorial includes a 120-page booklet with essays on the LA Phil’s remarkable first century. (Deutsche Grammophon) 35 CD# DGG 4856100 $179.98

Bruckner: Symphonies Nos. 1-9 / Bavarian Radio Symphony [9 CDs]

Bruckner’s Nine Symphonies are a constant in the repertoire of the Symphonyorchest des Bayerischen Rundfunks. The special feature of the 9 CD box being presented here by BR Klassik is that the recordings are conducted by a total of four conductors closely associated with the orchestra, each of them proven international Bruckner experts. Common features in interpretation (also due to the same orchestra being employed) as well as fascinating differences due to the various interpretive approaches of the respective conductors can all be detected. In these recordings it also becomes clear what brilliant contributions Herbert Blomstedt, Bernard Haitink, Mariss Jansons and Lorin Maazel have made over the decades to Bruckner’s symphonic oeuvre. (BR Klassik) 9 CD# BRK 900716 $54.98

Emanuel Ax & Yo-Yo Ma - A Celebration [21 CDs]

In celebration of the long-term musical partnership between cellist Yo-Yo Ma and pianist Emanuel Ax, Sony Classical is pleased to release this must-have box set of these two artists’ complete recordings for Cello and Piano on Sony Classical. The set features exquisite performances of works by Chopin, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Prokofiev and Rachmaninov. Emanuel Ax and Yo-Yo Ma’s friendship began when they were both studying at the prestigious Juilliard School in New York. Included are the duo’s Grammy award winning recordings of the Beethoven Cello Sonata No. 4 & Variations, and Brahms’ Cello and Piano Sonatas, Opp. 38, 99 and 108. (Sony / RCA) 21 CD# SBMG 19075929282 $59.98

Piano Book, Deluxe Edition / Lang Lang [2 CDs]

With this collection, Lang Lang goes back to his first love - to the pieces that made him want to become a musician in the first place. Rediscovering the most popular and accessible pieces written for learners and lovers of the piano, this album is a journey of inspiration, discovery and fantasy. It is a moment for Lang Lang to illuminate these classic pieces as the masterworks they truly are. Included are Beethoven’s Fur Elise, highlights from Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier, Book 1, Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words, Debussy’s Clair de Lune and Children’s Corner, Schumann’s Album for the Young, Grieg’s Lyric Pieces and works by Elgar, Gershwin, Poulenc and Joplin. (Sony Classical) 2 CD# DGG B002974602 $18.98

Dussek (1760-1812): Piano Sonatas Nos. 1-3

Johann Ladislaus Dussek’s compositional style is rich, harmonically expressive and pianistically challenging - Classicism on the brink of Early Romanticism. This new recording contains the two sonatas of Op. 47 and the grand sonata Op. 64. Pianist Zvi Meniker studied with Nikolai Hamoncourt and Malcolm Bilson and performs with Concerto Köln, Il Gardellino and Musica Antiqua Köln. (Brilliant Classics) CD# BLC 95598 $14.98

Lesnofft: Symphony No. 4: Guitar Concerto

Distinguished by The New York Times as “a leader of contemporary American music,” composer Jonathan Lesnofft is renowned for his music’s striking harmonies, structural complexity and powerful themes. Guitarist Jason Vieaux performs the Guitar Concerto and Giancario Guerrero leads the Nashville Symphony Orchestra. (Naxos) CD# NXS 8559809 $14.98
**NEW**

**Daniel Barenboim: Complete Berlioz Recordings 10-CD Set**
As music director of the Orchestre de Paris, Daniel Barenboim explored and recorded the great works of Berlioz with France’s finest musicians. Barenboim demonstrates the value of using thoroughly idiomatic French choral and orchestral forces and relishes the inventiveness of Berlioz’ orchestration. One of the most significant collections of Berlioz’ major works, this limited edition set features performances from Plácido Domingo, Jessye Norman and Kiri Te Kanawa.

CD# DGG 4836412 $99.98

**Hilary Hahn Plays Bach Violins Sonatas Nos. 1 & 2**
Twenty years after her debut recording, Hilary Hahn returns to solo Bach with this release. This eagerly anticipated album completes Hilary’s solo Bach recording cycle and features the Sonatas Nos. 1 & 2 as well as Partita No. 1. Hilary writes: “Bach is, for me, the touchstone that keeps my playing honest... one can’t fake things in Bach, and if one gets all of them to work, the music sings in the most most wonderful way.”

CD# DEC B002883502 $18.98

**Tedd Joselson: Complete RCA Album Collection 6-CD Set**
Sony Classical is pleased to release Tedd Joselson’s complete RCA recordings for the first time in a single 6-CD edition. This stunning box set features exquisite performances by Tedd Joselson, performed with some of the world’s leading orchestras and renowned conductors such as Litz, Chailly, Musorgsky, Prokofiev, and Ravel. Also included are Joselson’s critically acclaimed recordings of great Romantic sonatas by Liszt and Chopin, as well as Tchaikovsky’s brilliant first Piano Concerto.

CD# SBMG 19075903272 $39.98

**Wagner: Complete Overtures 3-CD Set**
This 3-CD set contains the complete Overtures as well as the orchestral interludes from Richard Wagner’s operas. This music spans Wagner’s whole life, from the overture Die Feen to the great love music from Tristan & Isolde. These are excellent performances by renowned maestros from the Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted by Yurī Simonov.

CD# BLC 94937 $19.98

**Bernstein at 100 DVD**
This gala Tanglewood concert spotlights Bernstein’s wide-ranging talents as composer, interpreter and champion of other composers, and as an inspiration to a new generation of musicians and music lovers. The first half of the program offers selections from Bernstein’s best works such as Candide, West Side Story, Mass and Serenade. The second half of the program features Elgar’s Enigma Variations selections from Mahler’s Des Knaben Wunderhorn, the first recording of Mahler’s Resurrection Symphony and music by Aaron Copland, plus a new work by John Williams. Now this gala concert is available to own on DVD or Blu-ray.

DVD# CME 747608 $29.98
BluRay# CME 747704 $39.98

**Phillippe Entremont: Complete Solo Piano Recordings 34-CD Set**
This is the first ever release of Phillippe Entremont’s complete Columbia recordings for solo piano (1956 to 1997) released as a single collection. These recordings never before issued on CD, works range from Entremont’s 1956 Chopin recital to a recital of key works by his favorites recorded in 1985. The many other recitals in this capacious, newly remastered reissue showcase composers including Rameau, Bach, Haydn, Chopin, and more.

SACD# SBMG 10075909442 $89.98

**Pavarotti’s Greatest Hits 3-CD Set**
This brand new, triple-CD compilation features 72 tracks from the legendary tenor, and is a comprehensive and newly released biopic and soundtrack. This superb collection is segmented into themed discs, including “Great Opera Arias,” “Favorite Songs & Sacred Arias,” and “Great Duets.” In addition to classic Pavarotti favorites, this collection features 6 previously unreleased duets with Andrea Bocelli, James Brown, Barry White, String, Queen, and Zucchero.

3CD# DEC 003037302 $29.98

**Jennifer Pike: The Polish Violin**
Acclaimed British violinist Jennifer Pike explores her heritage through the repertoire of composers fundamental to the story of Polish music for the violin. From Janiecik in the late 18th century to Bacewicz in the 20th century, Poland produced a number of composer-violinists well known across Europe. Pike performs music by Karlowicz, Szymanowski, Wieniawski, and Moszkowski with complete control and deep emotion.

CD# CHA 20082 $18.98

**Schumann: Symphonies Nos. 1-4**
German conductor Christian Thielemann presents Schumann’s four symphonies. The recording was made in the sumptuous acoustics of Suntory Hall in Tokyo. These masterpieces of the German Romantic repertoire are showcased here with such beauty that this recording will be difficult to top!

CD# SBMG 19075943412 $17.98

**Carmina Burana: Live From The Forbidden City CD**
This live album comes to us all the way from Beijing’s Forbidden City! Recorded at a gala concert to mark the launch of Deutsche Grammophon’s 120th anniversary celebrations, this is the first event of classical music to be held in this magical atmosphere in two decades. The unique cross-cultural program features Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana as well as Tianhai Liu’s Enchanted Night.

CD# DGG B002963602 $18.98
DVD# DGG B002963209 $32.98

**Vienna Philharmonic New Year’s Concerts**
There are few concerts in the world that are awaited with as much excitement as the New Year’s Concert from Vienna. Under the direction of Christian Thielemann, the Vienna Philharmonic ushered in the New Year with a concert in the magnificent Golden Hall of the Vienna Musikverein. The 2019 New Year’s Concert program featured works from the Strauss family, Carl Michael Ziehrer, and Josef Hellmesberger.

CD# SNYI 19075902892 $16.98

**New Year’s Concert 2018 3-CD Set**
On January 1, 2018, the annual New Year’s Concert of the Vienna Philharmonic took place in the famous Golden Hall of the Vienna Musikverein. The great Austrian master conductor Riccardo Muti has conducted the prestigious event.

2CD# SNY 8885477002 $17.98

**Vienna Philharmonic New Year’s Concerts**
For the Vienna Philharmonic’s 2016 New Year’s Concert, world-renowned conductor Mariss Jansons returns to the podium for the third time. Ever since their first concert together in 1992, Jansons has belonged to the circle of conductors with whom the Vienna Philharmonic feels a special bond. His first Vienna Concert in 2006 was widely acclaimed by all audiences and the media.

CD# SNY 88875174802 $16.98

**An English Coronation, 1902–1953 2-CD Set**
Four English coronations took place during the twentieth century, and each one was an enormous and extravagant event. These ceremonies were joyous celebrations of British music performed by choirs from across London and full-sized symphony orchestras that packed into Westminster Abbey. This release, headed by Paul McCreesh, aims to recreate these events. The result is a celebration of five centuries of choral music.

2CD# SIG 569 $27.98

**Finlandia (Ormandy)**
Eugene Ormandy leads the Philadelphia Orchestra in these performances of works by Edward Grieg, Hugo Alfvén and Jean Sibelius. In this superb compilation, you’ll enjoy one of the best versions of “Finlandia” available, as well as the magnificent “Peer Gynt Suite No. 1.” You’ll also hear selections from Sibelius’ “The Swan of Tuonela,” “En Saga,” and “Valse triste,” as well as Alfvén’s “Swedish Rhapsody No. 1.”

CD# SBMG 88697869752 $14.98

**Rachmaninov: Complete Piano Concertos 3-CD Set**
If you’ve seen the film Brief Encounter, you now have the sensual, romantic power of Rachmaninov’s Piano Concerto No. 2. This bountiful collection also includes the youthful First, the vibrant Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini and more; all expertly performed by pianist Vladimir Ashkenazy along with the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Andre Previn.

3CD# DEC 4732512 $27.98

**Bernstein at 100 DVD**
World-renowned conductor Gustavo Dudamel makes his New Year’s Concert debut with this release, joining theleveland Orchestra who’s who of great maestros who have led the Vienna Philharmonic for this annual event. The repertoire works by masters of the Strauss family, and old favorites from their works are played alongside other rarely heard pieces.

2CD# SNYI 8895376182 $17.98
### RCA/SONY CLASSICAL ‘WHITE BOX’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>New Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charles Munch: Complete Warner Classics Recordings 13-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>This enormous 13-disc set features every recording that Charles Munch made for the Warner Classics catalog. The repertoire is extraordinarily vast and covers music from the Baroque to the mid-20th century, featuring composers like Bach, Vivaldi, Dutilleux, and Jolivet. Many of these works receive their first release with this collection.</td>
<td>13CD# WRNC 573813</td>
<td>$59.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>J.S. Bach: Masterworks – 33 Great Recordings 33-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>This extensive 33-disc set features the very best of Johann Sebastian Bach, including 8 recordings of solo works, 10 recordings of orchestral works, and 5 recordings of sacred works by world-renowned musicians like Glenn Gould, James Galway, Murray Perahia, and many more.</td>
<td>33CD# SBMG 19075807972</td>
<td>$55.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monteverdi: Madrigali Kibri I-X 12-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>Dutch musician Krijn Koetsveld has often conducted Bach, and he was founder-director of The Netherlands Bach Ensemble, but he is indelibly associated with the name of Claudio Monteverdi. When he first encountered the work of the composer, he described it as “love at first sight, which never passed.” This 12-disc set features Krijn Koetsveld conducting his Le Nuove Musiche in Monteverdi’s complete madrigals.</td>
<td>12CD# BLC 95661</td>
<td>$52.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mozart: The Complete Works 170-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>Do you or someone you know absolutely love the music of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart? Here’s an instant library of the greatest classical composer who ever lived. This Complete Edition includes all of Mozart’s symphonies, operas, concertos, chamber music, violin sonatas and keyboard works with superior performances by some of the most-esteemed Mozart interpreters. 170 glorious CDs in all, at a superior value!</td>
<td>170CD# BLC 95010</td>
<td>$199.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sir Neville Marriner: The London Recordings 14-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>Sir Neville Marriner practically was the Academy of St Martin in the Fields – the orchestra he founded in 1958 and led for over half a century. Moreover, he was the face of classical music to millions of listeners… in a way that only Toscanini, Bernstein, and Karajan have rivaled in the age of recorded sound. The central element of this collection is the set of Tchaikovsky symphonies.</td>
<td>14CD# CAP 7250</td>
<td>$34.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wagner: Der Ring des Nibelungen 14-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>Wagner’s visionary Der Ring des Nibelungen (The Ring of the Nibelung) was first performed as a cycle of four operas in 1876. One of the most sustained and remarkable achievements in all of music, the tetralogy is performed by an all-star cast, conducted by the new music director of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Jaap van Zweden, in performances that have been critically acclaimed worldwide for their thrilling sense of drama.</td>
<td>14CD# NXS 8501403</td>
<td>$59.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dvořák: Complete String Quartets 10-CD Set

Since their foundation in 1958, the Stamitz Quartet have been known as leading interpreters of Czech repertoire. This 10-disc set includes the complete cycle of Dvořák’s 16 String Quartets, which show perfectly his journey as a composer. This set will provide an embarkation point for what should prove an immensely fruitful musical journey for any listener.

**Rudolf Serkin Plays Bach 3-CD Set**

3CD# SBMG 1907521682 | $20.98

**Yo-Yo Ma Plays Bach & Boccherini 6-CD Set**

6CD# SBMG 19075816322 | $24.98

**David Zinman Conducts Mahler 15-CD Set**

15CD # SBMG 19075816402 | $42.98

**Monteverdi: Madrigali Kibri I-X 12-CD Set**

Dutch musician Krijn Koetsveld has often conducted Bach, and he was founder-director of The Netherlands Bach Ensemble, but he is indelibly associated with the name of Claudio Monteverdi. When he first encountered the work of the composer, he described it as “love at first sight, which never passed.” This 12-disc set features Krijn Koetsveld conducting his Le Nuove Musiche in Monteverdi’s complete madrigals.

**Mozart: The Complete Works 170-CD Set**

Do you or someone you know absolutely love the music of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart? Here’s an instant library of the greatest classical composer who ever lived. This Complete Edition includes all of Mozart’s symphonies, operas, concertos, chamber music, violin sonatas and keyboard works with superior performances by some of the most-esteemed Mozart interpreters. 170 glorious CDs in all, at a superior value!

**Sir Neville Marriner: The London Recordings 14-CD Set**

Sir Neville Marriner practically was the Academy of St Martin in the Fields – the orchestra he founded in 1958 and led for over half a century. Moreover, he was the face of classical music to millions of listeners… in a way that only Toscanini, Bernstein, and Karajan have rivaled in the age of recorded sound. The central element of this collection is the set of Tchaikovsky symphonies.

**Wagner: Der Ring des Nibelungen 14-CD Set**

Wagner’s visionary Der Ring des Nibelungen (The Ring of the Nibelung) was first performed as a cycle of four operas in 1876. One of the most sustained and remarkable achievements in all of music, the tetralogy is performed by an all-star cast, conducted by the new music director of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Jaap van Zweden, in performances that have been critically acclaimed worldwide for their thrilling sense of drama.

**Vivaldi Edition 66-CD Set**

It’s all here in one new, extended and upgraded 66-CD box – the “Vivaldi Edition”. La Stravaganza, op. 4. La Cetra, Op. 9. The Four Seasons, Op. 8 and the hundreds of other sonatas, trios, concerti, operas, etc., that this devoted and celebrated composer, teacher and violinist produced in his lifetime are included in this essential collection.

**50 Greatest Pieces of Classical Music 4-CD Set**

In 2009 the esteemed London Philharmonic Orchestra entered Abbey Road studios to record a legendary session. Led by conductor David Parry, the LPO performed 50 pieces selected from every classical era & every thinkable composer. The result is a stunning collection of symphonies, fugues, operatic pieces & overtures, all put together into an organic compilation.

**Clarinet Concertos 14-CD Set**

Many pieces on this enormous 14-disc set were written at a time when the clarinet was an instrument in transition. It was more or less an orchestral staple in the 19th century, but was rarely used as a solo instrument, making many of these concertos groundbreakers in the genre. This release also focuses on many works from the 19th and 20th centuries, providing a fascinating timeline of this beautiful instrument.

---

For more details and pricing, visit [www.hbdirect.com](http://www.hbdirect.com).
Mozart Operas 12-CD Set

On this enormous 12-disc set, you can now own Mozart's four most famous operas: Don Giovanni, Cosi fan tutte, Le Nozze di Figaro, and Die Zauberflöte - in one place, performed by some of the finest ensembles and conductors on the opera scene. Conductor Sigiswald Kuijken is deeply involved in historical performance practice and directs these works just as they would've been heard in their time.

12CD# BLC 95933 $44.98

Leonard Bernstein: Complete Naxos Recordings 9-CD/DVD Set

This enormous release was presented in conjunction with Leonard Bernstein's 100th birthday in 2018. The albums include six previously released recordings as well as two new ones of rarities performed by Marin Alsop and the São Paulo Symphony Orchestra. The DVD is a cherry on top of the celebration, and Marin Alsop is a perfect guide through the amazing artistry that Bernstein left the world.

9CD/DVD# NXS 8508018 $76.98

Haydn Edition 160-CD Set

Enjoy the greatest celebration of Franz Joseph Haydn, one of the greatest and not yet fully appreciated composers of all time. This magnanimous release is an extended release of the successful Haydn Edition, the only substantial edition on the market today.

160CD# BLC 95954 $199.98

Fritz Brun: Complete Orchestral Works 11-CD Set

This 11-disc set, presented by the Bratislava and Moscow Symphonies Orchestras, sheds a light on Swiss composer Fritz Brun. Brun's repertoire sits alongside other more well-known Swiss composers like Bloch, Honegger, and Schoeck, but due to the crowded market, his works never got the attention they deserved. Brun's entire catalog of orchestral music is included here.

11CD# BLC 95784 $49.98

Emanuel Ax: Complete RCA Album Collection 23-CD Set

Beginning with his victory at the inaugural Arthur Rubinstein Competition in 1974, Emanuel Ax has been counted among the world's greatest pianists. His long association with RCA began the very next year, with a spellbinding disc of Chopin and Liszt transcriptions “virtuosity of the Michelangelo or Pollini class here”, wrote Gramophone. Now, his complete recordings with RCA are being released by Sony Classical on this handsome 23-disc set. The release includes works by Beethoven, Schumann, Dvorak, Brahms, Mozart, Chopin, and many others.

23CD SBMG 88958458192 $55.98

Italian Baroque: The Instrumental Edition 50-CD Set

The Baroque era saw the emergence of instrumental music across Europe. The instrumental song wasn't just played by traveling minstrels and enjoyed in the high courts and palaces. This enormous 50-disc set features a treasure trove of groundbreaking works, including compositions by Vivaldi, Albinoni, Mancini, and many more.

50CD# BLC 95430 $139.98

Juilliard String Quartet: The Complete RCA Recordings 11-CD Set

Sony Classical is pleased to present a single 11-disc collection - comprising Mozart and Haydn, Beethoven and Schubert, Dvorak and Wolf, Dohnanyi and Richard Bartok, and Webern, and Elliott Carter and William Schuman - of all the recordings that the Juilliard String Quartet made during its brief stint at RCA Victor between 1957 and 1960 including 4 LPs appearing for the first time on CD, remastered from the original analog masters.

11CD# SBMG 19075863412 $39.98

Boccherini: Complete Edition 37-CD Set

One of the most distinguished figures of the Classical period, the Italian composer Luigi Boccherini (1743–1805) was revered by listeners for the charm, elegance and lyrical beauty of his music. You'll rediscover the distinctive musical voice and graceful style that won Boccherini acclaim with this comprehensive 37-CD box set.

37CD# BLC 94386 $99.98

Strauss Family: Waltzes, Polkas & Marches 6-CD Set

From 1833, when Johann Strauss the Elder began touring with his orchestra, to 1901, when Eduard Strauss disbanded his, the Strauss family was Europe's most popular music dynasty. This landmark collection presents the best of the talented clan: 86 waltzes, polkas, and marches that capture the spirit of Vienna.

6CD# DEC 455242 $44.98

500 Years of Organ Music 50-CD Set

This unique collection surveys 500 years of organ music, from the Renaissance period up to composers of our time. A wealth of organists showcase their talent and passion for this magnificent instrument, choosing a variety of instruments to perform on from around the world. This extensive 50-disc set features groundbreaking organ compositions such as Casavant and De Marie, as well as powerhouse composers like J.S. Bach, C.P.E. Bach, Handel, Telemann, and Haydn.

50CD# BLC 95310 $119.98

Virtuoso Piano Etudes 22-CD Set

The practice of writing studies for the perfecting of a particular technique developed in the 15th century but the etude as its own genre is only recognized in the 19th century when the piano became a domestic instrument found in households across the globe. This enormous 22-disc set features challenging etudes from notable composers including Debussy, Scriabin, Liszt, Glass, Messiaen, Cage, Godowsky, and many more.

22CD# BLC 95571 $78.98

Gregor Piatigorsky: The Art of the Cello 36-CD Set

Gregor Piatigorsky, noted for his exceptional technical control and wide range of expression, has been called the greatest string player of all time. When Richard Strauss heard Piatigorsky perform with the Berlin Philharmonic, he exclaimed, "Finally I have heard my Don Quixote as I imagined him. " This enormous 36-CD set combines Piatigorsky's celebrated RCA and American Columbia recordings for the first time in a single edition.

36CD# SBMG 19075853213 $84.98

Haydn: Complete Piano Music 16-CD Set

This is the most complete set of Haydn's piano works available: all the piano concertos, the complete piano sonatas and the complete Klavierstücke. All performances are on fortepiano, historical instruments which Haydn knew and on which he developed his own personal keyboard style, perfect examples of the classical Viennese keyboard writing, but all bearing the stamp of Haydn's particular genius.

16CD# BLC 95298 $59.98

Robert Casadesus: Complete Columbia Edition – 120 Legendary Tracks 7-CD Set

To celebrate the legendary label's 120-year history, Deutsche Grammophon has curated this impressive 7-disc set, which is chronologically ordered from the present backwards to 1888. From Caruso to Nellie Melba, Rose Perry, and Knappertsbusch to Nelsons, this is the crème de la crème.

7CD# DGG 4935773 $43.98

Deutsche Grammophon Anniversary Edition – 120 Legendary Tracks 7-CD Set

Johann Strauss II: Complete Edition 52-CD Set

The most famous and enduringly successful composer of 19th-century light music, Johann Strauss II captivated not only Vienna but the whole of Europe and America with his abundantly tuneful waltzes, polkas, quadrilles and marches. This collection brings together his entire orchestral output in this beautiful box set.

52CD# NXS 8505226 $149.98
John Kitchen Plays British Light Music

John Kitchen resurrects the “cinema organ style” – neglected for decades – in this collection of entertaining favorites, well-known to his regular Usher Hall audiences. Bringing together the witty arrangements of Michael Thomson and the music of John’s boyhood hero Arthur Sullivan, Kitchen celebrates the Golden Age of British Light Music in this, his 18th appearance with Delphian Records.

CD# DELP 34212 $19.98

2Cellos: Let There Be Cello

2Cellos, which is made up of Luka Sulic and Stepan Hauser, present Let There Be Cello, the follow up to their wildly successful 2017 album. Score. The 14 tracks on this album exemplify their genre-bending style and showcase the talent of these two young Croatians. Some of the latest pop hits are included as well as reimaginings of classical works like their arrangement of Vivaldi’s “Vivaldi Storm” and “Asturias Meets Carmen.”

CD# SNYC 1907569722 $14.98

Vivaldi: Complete Concertos

This 2018 release from the modern-day “King of the Waltz” features 16 beautiful evergreen classics performed with the Johann Strauss Orchestra. Tracks include “Sunrise Sunset,” “Strangers in the Night,” “Red Roses for a Blue Lady,” “The Beautiful Blue Danube,” “Morning Hymn” (from The Sound of Music), and many more.

CD# IMPU B00298602 $19.98

André Rieu

André Rieu performs special open-air concerts each year in his hometown of Maastricht, with thousands attending from all corners of the world. Set against the backdrop of the medieval town square, this live recording from July 2018 features 30 tracks including “Nessun Dorma,” “You’ll Never Walk Alone,” “Can’t Help Falling in Love,” “Lara’s Theme,” and many more. A feast for the eyes and ears!

DVD# IMPU B002998709 $22.98

Amore

André Rieu and his Johann Strauss Orchestra presents this 18-track collection of classic love songs. Many of these tracks can be heard on the Johann Strauss Orchestra’s worldwide concert tours. Featured songs include “What A Wonderful World,” “Mornin’ Mood,” “Music of the Spheres,” “Tales From The Vienna Woods,” “Think of Me” from Phantom of the Opera, and more.

CD# DEC B002735502 $17.98

Love in Venice CD

If there’s one city in the world that perfectly suits André Rieu with its romantic atmosphere, it must surely be Venice. Close your eyes and imagine yourself in a gondola, gliding through one of the most enchanting cities in the world while Rieu and his joyful Johann Strauss Orchestra perform 18 familiar hits like “Volare,” “O Sole Mio,” “Santa Lucia,” “Bellissima Tarantella,” “That’s Amore,” “La Danza,” and much more.

CD# UMER B002211502 $16.98

Stabat Mater

Arthur Fiedler & Boston Pops Play the Beatles

Take a magical history tour with this delightful program of the “Pops’” beloved Beatles renditions, including “Yesterday,” “Eleanor Rigby,” “I Want to Hold Your Hand,” “Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da,” “And I Love Her,” “The Fool on the Hill,” “A Hard Day’s Night,” “Hey Jude,” “Yellow Submarine,” and other Beatles favorites done in the classical style of Bach, Strauss, Vivaldi and more. Sixteen digitally remastered tracks in all!

CD# RCA 63664 $14.98

Vivaldi Sonatas

Matiegka: Complete Music for Solo Guitar 7-CD Set

7CD# BLC 95084 $39.98

Johann Strauss Orchestra

Scriabin: Complete Preludes 2-CD Set

2CD# BLC 95651 $14.98

Rigby,” “I Want to Hold Your Hand,” “Yesterday,” “Eleanor Rigby,” “Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da,” “And I Love Her,” “The Fool on the Hill,” “AHard Day’s Night,” “Hey Jude,” “Yellow Submarine,” and other Beatles favorites done in the classical style of Bach, Strauss, Vivaldi and more. Sixteen digitally remastered tracks in all!

CD# RCA 63664 $14.98

Love in Venice CD

If there’s one city in the world that perfectly suits André Rieu with its romantic atmosphere, it must surely be Venice. Close your eyes and imagine yourself in a gondola, gliding through one of the most enchanting cities in the world while Rieu and his joyful Johann Strauss Orchestra perform 18 familiar hits like “Volare,” “O Sole Mio,” “Santa Lucia,” “Bellissima Tarantella,” “That’s Amore,” “La Danza,” and much more.

CD# UMER B002211502 $16.98

Dussek: Complete Piano Sonatas

CD# BLC 95605 $12.98

New Romantic Moments II

This 2018 release from the modern-day “King of the Waltz” features 16 beautiful evergreen classics performed with the Johann Strauss Orchestra. Tracks include “Sunrise Sunset,” “Strangers in the Night,” “Red Roses for a Blue Lady,” “The Beautiful Blue Danube,” “Morning Hymn” (from The Sound of Music), and many more.

CD# IMPU B00298602 $19.98

Perfect for the eyes and ears!

Falling in Love, “Lara’s Theme,” and many more. A feast for the eyes and ears!

DVD# IMPU B002998709 $22.98

Brilliant Classics

www.hbdirect.com 1/800/222-6872 www.hbdirect.com 1/800/222-6872
Mozart: Opera Arias

Acclaimed across the globe for the emotional power of his performances, and his extraordinarily dazzling high notes, Peruvian superstar tenor Juan Diego Flórez has so far focused almost exclusively on the bel canto repertoire by Rossini, Donizetti and Bellini, and others. Now, he turns his attention to the magic of Mozart. This album includes many of the best-loved arias from those operas.

CD# SNYC 88965430862 $16.98

Verdi: La Traviata DVD

Star tenor and director Rolando Villazón's staging of La Traviata at the Festspielhaus made for an enthusiastic reception for the premiere. Olga Peretyatko delivers a fantastic portrait of the title role, wading between adolescent joie de vivre, mature insight, and anguish. Her partner is tenor Atally Ayan as the jealous Alfredo, who delivers a beautiful interpretation with a dark, warm timbre.

DVD# CME 733708 $29.98
BluRay# CME 733804 $34.98

Verdi: La Traviata DVD

Luciano Pavarotti: The Complete Opera

1961 until his death is included. 101 CDs in all! Performed and recorded. You read that correctly–every track of every opera recorded in this cycle from Naxos, Krause, Livigno, Bologna, Turin, and elsewhere is here. This is the first attempt to put Luciano Pavarotti's entire operatic career on CD. Pavarotti was the greatest Italian tenor of the 20th century. This is the most complete Pavarotti collection ever released.

6CD# DEC B001530602 $22.98

Luciano Pavarotti: The Complete Opera Recordings 101-CD Set

2017 marked the tenth anniversary of the death of modern opera legend Luciano Pavarotti. To mark this occasion, Decca assembled this monumental collection that presents every role he ever performed and recorded. You read that correctly—every single role from his debut recording of La Bohème in 1961 until his death is included. 101 CDs in all! 101CD# DEC 4832417 $359.98

Tchaikovsky: Swan Lake DVD

Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake is one of the most universally loved ballets of all time. It holds a special place in The Royal Ballet's repertory. The production featured on this DVD release showcases Artist-in-Residence Liam Scarlett, and highlights additional choreography while remaining faithful to Petipa and Ivanov's classic. Marielanna Nunez performs the dual role of Odette/Odile, while Vadim Vantugirov dances as Prince Siegfried.

DVD# BOA 1286D $27.98
BluRay# BOA 7256D $32.98

Wagner: Siegfried 4-CD Set

One of the most remarkable achievements in all of music is Wagner’s Der Ring des Nibelungen, an epic four-opera series that boasts heroes and villains, incredible orchestration, and extraordinary vocal challenges. A 200-CD book collection is a deep dive into this rich, complex work. The real challenge is how to distill it into a manageable set. Thankfully, Sony has done just that. These four CDs—Siegfried, Die Walküre, Götterdämmerung, and Siegfried—contain much of the Ring's most beautiful music. At $56.98 per CD, it's a great deal. These recordings are some of the best available. Highly recommended.

4CD# NX5 8660413 $56.98

The New York Cantors

These three talented cantors—Yaakov Lemmer, Azi Schwartz, and Ismael Hershtik—are already rising stars in the Jewish music scene. On this release, they are brought together in Amsterdam’s 17th century Portuguese Synagogue for a concert of both Jewish sacred and secular music. Dutch composer Bob Zimmerman has given these ancient songs splendid new arrangements, and Jack Ben-Dor's choir is in fine form. A great set for fans of all kinds of Jewish music.

CD# BHRM 1720 $16.98
DVD# PBSV NYCA601D $24.98

The Kingdom Choir: Stand By Me

Hailing from the United Kingdom, The Kingdom Choir was brought into the international spotlight when they sang at the Royal Wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle. Founded in 1994, the choir draws on various Christian traditions and is dedicated to creating a sound that reflects their community. Songs on this 15-track album include "Stand By Me," "Amazing Grace," "Make You Feel My Love," and much more.

CD# SNYC 19075880582 $14.98

Mormon Tabernacle Choir: Greatest Hits

22 Best-Loved Favorites! The incomparable voices of the 360 members of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir are the common chord that unites to form the best-known choral group in the world. Here are 22 of the best-loved classics, including “The Sound of Music,” “Oh, What A Beautiful Mornin’,” “Born Free,” “He’s Got the Whole World In His Hands,” and many more.

CD# SNYC 48294 $14.98

The Texas Tenors: Rise

Classical crossover trio The Texas Tenors present a crowd-pleasing collection of classical, pop, country and Broadway hits on their fourth studio album, Rise. The Emmy- Award winning group is a PBS favorite and are accompanied by a 65-piece orchestra and full choir for this eclectic outing. Tracks include “Desperado,” “Just the Way You Are,” “Amazing Grace,” “God Bless America,” and many more.

CD# TXTN 8045 $14.98

Decca Sound: 55 Great Vocal Recitals 55-CD Set

A 55-CD set of legendary recordings celebrating the world-renowned Decca Sound. This box set features a galaxy of internationally-acclaimed artistic talent including Pavarotti, King’s College Choir & St. John’s College Choir, Takács Quartet, Wiener Oktett, and so many more. A 200-CD book document the development of stereo recording as it developed in the 1950s through to modern digital recordings.

55CD# DEC B002495002 $139.98
The Best of Polka 2-CD Set

Grainger: Complete Music for Wind Band, Vol. 3

Washington Men’s Camerata:
The Spirit of Freedom

Robert Shaw Chorale:
The Battle Cry of Freedom

Karl King's Greatest Hits

We'll Meet Again 2-CD Set

The Best of Polka 2-CD Set

John Philip Sousa:
Music for Wind Band, Vol. 16

The Victory Belles

The U.S. Naval Academy Barbershop Quartet: Clean Shave

Wartime Memories 5-CD Set

Making Marines DVD

America's Amazing Train Rides 2-DVD Set

Battle Castle 2-DVD Set

World Cruise Journeys 3-DVD Set

Thunder Drums

Heritage of John Philip Sousa Box Set, Vols. 1–9 18-CD Set

A Treasury of Civil War Songs

Altissimo Favorites

Grainger: Complete Music for Wind Band, Vol. 2

Kate Smith: God Bless America 3-CD Set

We'll Meet Again 2-CD Set

Great Cars: American Classics 6-DVD Set

John Philip Sousa: Music for Wind Band, Vol. 16

The Victory Belles

U.S. Naval Academy Barbershop Quartet: Clean Shave

Wartime Memories 5-CD Set

Making Marines DVD

Battle Castle 2-DVD Set

World Cruise Journeys 3-DVD Set

Thunder Drums

Heritage of John Philip Sousa Box Set, Vols. 1–9 18-CD Set

A Treasury of Civil War Songs

Altissimo Favorites
Coldstream Guards Band: Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber
This release finds the Regimental Band of the Coldstream Guards performing a stirring collection of songs from the pen of iconic English composer Andrew Lloyd Webber. Tracks include many of his best-known songs presented in a suite format, including selections from Cats, Phantom of the Opera, Starlight Express, and The Requiem. Fans of either Andrew Lloyd Webber or the Coldstream Guards will love this disc.
CD# PID 919481 $14.98

Presidential/Americana

America’s Most Scenic Drives 4-DVD Set
Enjoy breathtaking beauty at every turn in this 4-DVD collection of scenic drives across the country! You’ll travel a different route with each of the four discs, with drives taking you “From Maine to Key West,” “From Texas to Yellowstone,” and “Arizona to Alaska.” A bonus DVD is also included featuring a musical tribute to America the Beautiful, featuring the nation’s diverse landscapes, landmarks, and institutions.
4DVD# HBD 045936 $22.98

American Images
One of America’s most patriotic wind ensembles, The Rutgers Wind Ensemble, presents this 9-track album of works for band inspired by the American Dream. Featured works include Aaron Copland’s “Emblems,” Leonard Bernstein’s “Fanfare for the Inauguration of JFK,” Roger Nixon’s “Pacific Celebration Suite,” and more. This release features songs like “I Love To Keep Me Warm,” “Sweet Georgia Brown,” “Take The ‘A’ Train” and many more.
2CD# OUST 4600 $19.98

Irving Berlin: This is the Life 1909-1921
Rick Benfield, who leads this project, writes of his inspiration for this album: “I have put together a program from what I consider to be Irving Berlin’s ‘breakthrough’ period of 1909, the year of his first words and music hit, to 1921, when he became the first songwriter ever to build a Broadway theater to showcase his own creativity.” Truly, Irving Berlin is an American icon. This release features songs like “I Love A Piano,” “When I Lost You,” and more.
CD# NWR 80773 $18.98

The Last Man on the Moon DVD
When Apollo astronaut Gene Cernan departed the moon in 1972, he left behind his footprints and his daughter’s initials. Now, forty decades later, he is finally ready to share his epic story of fulfillment, love, and sacrifice. Sharing home video, scripts, and interviews with his close friends and family, Cernan opens his life to viewers with this film.
DVD# FLMR 760137872191 $17.98

The Classic Songs of Cole Porter 2-CD Set
When most songwriters were working in partnerships, Cole Porter worked alone, writing in a sophisticated and very individual style—one that reflected his different cultural background from that of his peers. The songs on this 2-disc set are presented chronologically, using repertoire from that span decades. The artists featured on this set include Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole, and many more.
2CD# AOAT ADDCD3243 $17.98

The Phantom Regiment & Other Tales
CD# KLA 11172 $17.98

Music of Kenneth Alford
English composer Kenneth J. Alford was known universally as “The British March King.” His marches are considered to be the great examples of art. During his long career, he also served as both Bandmaster of the British Army and the Royal Marines Directors of Music. This 20-track release showcases his finest works, including “The Great Little Army,” “Eagle Squadron,” and more.
CD# CHA 6904 $16.98

The Best of the Pete Fountain
The 22 tracks on this disc offer highlights of clarinetist Pete Fountain’s work on the Coral label (1959–71), recordings generally considered to be his finest. A consummate Dixieland Jazz musician with great crossover appeal, these two sides of Pete’s playing can be heard to great effect on such tunes as “Bye Bye Bill Bailey”, “High Society”, “My Blue Heaven” and “Do You Know What It Means to Miss New Orleans”.
CD# GRP GRD665 $14.98

America the Beautiful: Choruses & Orchestras of the U.S. Military
Celebrate our great country with this timeless collection of popular American patriotic songs. America’s Beautiful features songs that represent America and its citizens’ love of country. Songs like “You’re a Grand Old Flag”, “My Country ‘Tis of Thee,” and “God Bless the USA” bring back fond memories of Fourth of July and other patriotic celebrations.
CD# ALSM 72152 $16.98

A Sousa Celebration SACD
The exhilarating conductor Kristjan Järvi exploits the style and panache of the Royal Scottish National Orchestra in this festive program of works by John Philip Sousa, “The March King”. Including such famous pieces as “The Stars and Stripes Forever”, this album is a celebration in its own right, enhanced by brightly colored sound captured in high-quality surround-sound.
SACD# CHA 5182 $19.98

America’s National Parks: Centennial Collection 3-DVD Set
From the geysers of Yellowstone to the rugged coast of the Olympic peninsula, from the Everglades to the majestic peaks of Yosemite, and from the biggest gorge on earth, the Grand Canyon to the mystical Smokey Mountains, this National Geographic DVD 3-DVD series takes the viewer on a journey through all of America’s National Parks. Discover what happens behind the public lookouts with this 3-DVD set.
3DVD# TFOX 2307292 $24.98

The Dukes of Dixieland were the first jazz band to record in stereo and all four of the albums on this fantastic two CD set are in glorious stereo. Features many great classics like; “St James Infinimare”, “Dippermouth Blues”, “South Rampart Street Parade”, “Colonel Bogey March”, “Strike Up the Band”, and more.
2CD# JAIE CD72 $22.98

Patriotic/Americana

Patriotic/Americana

The Leroy Anderson Collection 2-CD Set
This 2-disc compilation showcases the best of American composer Leroy Anderson. Written from the 1930s to the 1950s, these 47 tracks include such favorites as “The Typewriter”, “The Syncopated Clock”, “Sleigh Ride”, “Horse & Buggy”, “The Phantom Regiment” and more. These definitive renderings are conducted by the composer himself!
2CD# UNML MCD92815 $15.98

Fiedler: Pops Roundup
This Living Stereo release is considered one of the finest orchestral recordings of traditional Western songs and folk melodies ever made. Arthur Fiedler leads the band in spirited tunes of the American West including “Home on the Range,” “The Yellow Rose of Texas,” “Riders in the Sky,” “Don’t Fence Me In,” and “Shenandoah.”
CD# RCA 61666 $14.98

I Love A Parade
CD# SNYC 46747 $14.98

Clock,” “Sleigh Ride,” “Horse & Buggy,” “The Phantom Regiment” and more. These definitive renderings are conducted by the composer himself!
2CD# UNML MCD92815 $15.98

Fiedler: Pops Roundup
This Living Stereo release is considered one of the finest orchestral recordings of traditional Western songs and folk melodies ever made. Arthur Fiedler leads the band in spirited tunes of the American West including “Home on the Range,” “The Yellow Rose of Texas,” “Riders in the Sky,” “Don’t Fence Me In,” and “Shenandoah.”
CD# RCA 61666 $14.98

I Love A Parade
CD# SNYC 46747 $14.98

The Fabulous Sound of the Dukes of Dixieland 2-CD Set
The Dukes of Dixieland were the first jazz band to record in stereo and all four of the albums on this fantastic two CD set are in glorious stereo. Features many great classics like; “St James Infinimare”, “Dippermouth Blues”, “South Rampart Street Parade”, “Colonel Bogey March”, “Strike Up the Band”, and more.
2CD# JAIE CD72 $22.98
Patriotic/Americana

**Over There! Songs & Marches of the Great War**

This gem is a 26 track, 75-minute collection of historic American recordings from the First World War. An evocative assembly of popular songs, marches and speeches, featured performers include Al Jolson ("Tell That to the Marines"), Arthur Fields ("Good Morning, Mr. Zip-Zip-Zip"), and even General "Black Jack" Pershing himself. "Over There!" is musically and historically significant.

CD# CFON 45  $16.98

**50 American Patriotic Military Songs 3-CD Set**

50 American Patriotic Military Songs is presented as a 3-disc set of the greatest patriotic music available! This album features over fifteen, traditional favorites such as "This Land Is Your Land," "Old Soldiers Never Die," and "A Grand Old Flag," and "God Bless the USA," along with all the service songs, and Naval and Air Force hymns. This is a great patriotic collection with over two and a half hours of marches, concert band, choral, sing-a-long, and contemporary songs for all to enjoy!

3CD# ALSM 63462  $19.98

**American Classics for Veterans Day 2-CD Set**

Veterans Day is a time to celebrate all of the brave men and women who have fought for our great nation. American Classics for Veterans Day captures the solemn and celebratory moods of this holiday with classics by The United States Military Bands. This album features the songs of each military branch, patriotic favorites, and marches reminiscent of your hometown's Veterans Day parade!

2CD# ALSM 03082  $17.98

**The Best of Big Bertha: Carousel Band Organ**

"Big Bertha," the world's most famous Carousel Band Organ, take you back to your childhood days of visiting the carnivals. "Big Bertha" is a Limonaire Organ made in France in the late 1800's, and now resides at Disney World in Orlando, Florida. Bring back the beauty and nostalgia of bygone days with 21 powerful tracks such as "Royal Trumpeters," "Vienna Blood," "Ben Hur Chariot Race," "Liberty Bell," and more.

CD# CDBY 5537222805  $15.98

**One Nation: A Celebration of the American Spirit**

A lot of heroes lost their lives during the attacks of September 11th, 2001. This album from The United States Marine Band is meant to pay tribute to their sacrifice by celebrating the very ideas they fought to protect. It is music that moves us in ways words cannot express and holds this much as true: we are still One Great Nation. Featuring "Eternal Father Faithful," "Poet and Peasant Overture," "Washington Post March," and "Marines Hymn."

CD# ALSM 18526  $16.98

**The Music Lover's Grainger**

Performed and recorded live in observation of the 50th anniversary of the composer's death by the "President's Own" US Marine Band and the Choral Arts Society of Washington. The title The Music Lover's Grainger was borrowed from one of Grainger's many unfinished publishing projects. The composer drew music from English, Irish, Scottish, American, and Danish folklore for the works on this album.

CD# ALSM 04042  $16.98

**America!**

An Alttissimo! Recordings bestseller, featuring a collection of favorite patriotic tunes. Long recognized as one of the finest musical groups in the world. The United States Air Force Band, when combined with the Air Force Singing Sergeants, provides us with a fabulous, patriotic sound.

We are very proud to present America!, a glorious musical expression from the men and women who serve our nation in uniform throughout the world.

CD# ALSM 55562  $16.98

**God Bless America: The Ultimate Patriotic Album**

This wonderful collection features over an hour’s worth of official and unofficial American anthems, including the Eric Rogers Choir’s performances of "The Star-Spangled Banner" and "America (My Country Tis of Thee)." Other highlights include "Washington Post," "The Caissons Go Rolling Along," "The Air Force Song," 22 patriotic songs in all! "Anchors Aweigh," and more songs in all!

CD# DEC 2894730062  $16.98

**Thomas Hampson: American Dreamer--The Songs of Stephen Foster**

Stephen Foster was the father of the popular song, and his music is stamped in the nation’s consciousness. It is hard to believe that one man wrote the timeless American favorites "Jeannie With the Light Brown Hair," "Camptown Races," "Beautiful Dreamer," "Hard Times Come Again No More." A simple outfit of fiddle, piano, and guitar accompanies Thomas Hampson's superb voice.

CD# EMI 545212A  $17.98

**U.S. Marine Band: Sousa's Greatest Hits**

Sousa's Greatest Hits & Some That Should Have Been is a historic compilation of John Philip Sousa’s most-loved marches. Performed by The U.S. Marine Band, this collection represents the very best in the march genre. Premiers of classics like "The Stars and Stripes Forever" and "The Stars and Stripes Forever" thrilled audiences of his day, and continue to resonate with the American spirit in us all.

CD# ALSM 55567  $16.98

**Under the Big Top: Circus Marches**

Welcome to the Big Top, where feats of amazement happen every day! While circus music encompasses many musical genres, including the waltz and ragtime, none are as popular as the circus march, also known as screamers. Ringleaders demanded the screamers to stir the audience and get them excited about an upcoming performance that was sure to thrill! Circus fans will certainly be entertained with the fabulous marches presented on this album.

DVD# MVDA 760137712893  $19.98

**Bob Hope: Entertaining the Troops DVD**

Here’s a nostalgic salute to Bob Hope and the other stars who brought music and laughter to the troops overseas during WWII. With performances by Dorothy Lamour, Bing Crosby, Jack Benny, the Andrews Sisters, Dinah Shore, and many more, and 20 musical numbers including "Don't Fence Me In," "Night & Day," and "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy," it is clear Bob Hope in his heyday, and a reminder that he was the consummate entertainer.

**Their Shining Hour: WWII – The Road to Victory 2-CD Set**

In remembrance of the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II, here’s another release in the "The Road to Victory" CD series. Original recordings by original artists, these are some of the biggest hits of the World War II years with 50 performances by Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Dave Tough, and many more.

2CD# DYN 4933  $19.98

**Cajun Party!**

Put on your dancin’ shoes for this collection of rowdy crow pleasers! Performed by the "Cajun Cowboys" (some of the best known and most talented musicians from several prominent Cajun bands) and recorded in New Orleans, the 17 tracks include "Jambalaya," "Grand Mamou," "Dance de Mardi Gras," "Dance, Cajun, Dance," "Allons a Lafayette" and "Cowboy Waltz."

CD# MGRS 1014  $14.98

**Clown & Midway Calliope Music**

The next time you feel like running away to join the circus, let this lively music take you there. Capturing the fun, excitement, and nostalgia of a circus parade, these old-time tunes are played on a restored air calliope made in Muscatine, Iowa, in the late 1800s for the Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus. Enjoy tracks such as "The Greatest Show on Earth," "Hi Henry's Triumphant March," "The American Derby;" "Cheer Up," and much more!

CD# CDBY 5637604595  $15.98
U.S. Army Chorus: Songs of the Soldier
The United States Army Chorus, the U.S. Military’s only all-male chorus, has recorded 26 tracks of just about every official Army song imaginable from the “Ballad of the Green Beret” to “Yellow Ribbon.” Allissimo Recordings, the world leader in military music, has once again partnered with the Army Historical Foundation to deliver this landmark collection.
CD# ALSM 58723 $16.98

West Point on the March
West Point on the March captures over two hundred years of tradition. The U.S. Military Academy Band is the Army's oldest active band and the oldest unit at West Point. From when the band calls the cadets into position with traditional marches such as John Philip Sousa’s The Thunderer after the war is over.
CD# ALSM 08220 $16.98

U.S. Army Concert Band: Gershwin
American composer George Gershwin has been established in the pantheon of great American composers through his compositions and operas. This recording features arrangements of some of his most popular symphonic works and highlights many of his best-known songs. Recorded by the U.S. Army Concert Band, Gershwin contains important works like “Summertime,” “An American in Paris,” Rhapsody in Blue, and many more.
CD# ALSM 07329 $16.98

Audie Murphy: Great American Hero DVD
Audie Murphy was one of the most decorated American combat soldiers of World War II, receiving every military combat award for valor available from the U.S. Army, as well as French and Belgian awards for heroism. Follow his path to becoming an American legend, then see that same strength gain him notoriety and fame in Hollywood after the war is over.
DVD# AEEEN AAE73036 $19.98

U.S. Army Band Collection 4-CD Set
Leading every Presidential inauguration parade since 1925, the U.S. Army Band, known as “Pershing’s Own” has also represented the nation at military ceremonies and special events around the world. Here’s your chance to hear this wonderful 95-piece concert band on four complete albums including Dances Around the World, Carnival, Forward March, and Hero For Today. You’ll love these performances of America’s greatest marches, patriotic favorites, classical nuggets, and more!
4CD# ALSM 60662 Dances Around the World-
ALSM 55812 Forward March-
ALSM 60602 Carnival-
ALSM 55772 Hero for Today-

$59.99

U.S. Army Field Band: Duty, Honor, Country
With Duty, Honor, Country, General Norman Schwarzkopf makes his unlikely debut as a recording artist in Harold Walters’ piece of that title, utilizing a narrated text derived from a speech by General Douglas MacArthur. The rest of the disc, performed by the U.S. Army Field Band contains selections such as “The Corps” and “Dogface Soldier,” numbers that are sung with regularity in the U.S. military but seldom heard outside it.
CD# ALSM 55842 $16.98

U.S. Army Jazz Ambassadors: Legacy of Stan Kenton
The Legacy of Stan Kenton honors a man who was well known for his accomplishments as a composer, arranger, and music director. Representing some of the finest musical talent in America, The Jazz Ambassadors are the United States Army’s premier touring jazz orchestra. This album features some of Kenton’s greatest works including “Opus in Pastels” and his arrangements of songs like “Walkin’ Shoes.”
CD# ALSM 60742 $16.98

The U.S. Army Strings
Whether performing as The United States Army Strolling Strings or combined with other musicians from The Army Band, The United States Army Strings is a favorite of America’s leadership. The tracks on this album range from jazz to pop to classical, are sure to please anyone’s taste. This masterful ensemble brilliantly performs each unique arrangement on this quintessential album from The United States Army Strings.
CD# ALSM 61372 $16.98

U.S. Navy Band & Glee Club: Set Sail
The U.S. Navy’s Glee Club’s 1978 recording Set Sail features the Glee Club performing alongside the Naval Academy Band, the Drum & Bugle Corps, and Barbershop Quartet on 32 patriotic and folk tracks including “Liberty Fanfare,” “Liberty For All,” and many more. This new recording.
CD# HBD 000722 $17.98

Anchors Aweigh: Best of the U.S. Navy Band 2-CD Set
The United States Navy Band is the premiere musical ensemble of The US Navy. Recordings celebrate the musical accomplishments of these amazing musicians by offering some of the greatest hits of the Navy. This album features patriotic classics like “ Eternal Father, Strong to Save” and “Amazing Grace,” as well as some concert band favorites like John Philip Sousa’s “The Fairest of the Fair.” Anchors Aweigh offers nothing but the greatest sounds of this amazing ensemble!
2CD# ALSM 03052 $19.98

Annapolis Sounds, Vol. 1 – 2-CD Set
Travel back through three centuries with these superb recordings, meticulously recorded at several historic locations across Annapolis. You’ll hear a wide range of music including classical, colonial, sacred, Christmas, and patriotic selections featuring performances by the US Naval Academy Glee Club, Annapolis Brass Quartet, the US Naval Academy Band and their others.
2CD# HBD 000325 $19.98

Annapolis Sounds, Vol. 2 – 2-CD Set
2CD# HBD 002824 $19.98

U.S. Navy Men’s Glee Club: A Cappella
CD# HBD 002022 $17.98

U.S. Navy Bluegrass
The United States Navy Country Current Bluegrass Quartet was formed in 1973 as a specialty unit of the Navy Band. The Navy Band is a lot more than just military marches, sea chanteys, and “Anchors Aweigh.” Navy Band music is also acoustic bluegrass as performed by the acclaimed Country Current Bluegrass Quartet. Fantastic performances are the hallmark of this remarkable group of sailors and this album is no exception.
CD# ALSM 55632 $16.98

U.S. Navy Band: Victory at Sea
Known as “The World’s Finest”, The United States Navy Band is the Navy’s premier musical representative. Established in 1925, the band has participated in 18 Presidential Inaugurals and prestigious honors at White House ceremonies and memorial services at Arlington National Cemetery. Featuring nautical classics like “A Sea Shanty” and patriotic favorites like “Liberty Fanfare,” “Victory at Sea is perfect for the sailor in us all.
CD# ALSM 55522 $16.98

Victory at Sea: The Complete 26 Episodes DVD
DVD# AEC 52824 $16.98

Navy Seals: The Untold Stories DVD
In an era of fierce conflict and global chaos, the United States Navy SEALs stand ready to answer their nation’s call. Honed and hardened in the flames of combat, they descend from the night sky and rise from the ocean depths to strike their targets with deadly efficiency. Based on first-hand accounts, this extraordinary miniseries captures the danger and emotion of four actual, classified SEAL missions.
DVD# TEMS 62124 $19.98

U.S. Navy Commodores Jazz Ensemble: Commodores Live!
The United States Navy Band Commodores Jazz Ensemble features some of the best musicians the United States Navy has to offer. This collection features the band’s extraordinary talents in their first live concert recording! Finally, a recording that “sounds like the band,” and gives you the full experience of a jazz concert. Commodores Live! Features classic jazz charts like Juan Tizol’s “Caravan,” and Duke Ellington’s “Don’t Get Around Much Anymore,” and many more!
CD# ALSM 70032 $12.98
Altissimo! is a fantastic album, and highlights the features the works of great composers. Two other repertoire are Aaron Copland's and Debussy's "The Engulfed and everyone's favorite, "In the Mood."

Charts like "Chattanooga Choo-Choo," "American Patrol," "March of the Flag Boys," "Becky, from the Block," "Over There," "Off We Go!," "Into the Wild Blue Yonder," patriotic classics like "Off We Go!" and "Off We Go!," Semper Fi! Best of the U.S. Marine Band is perhaps the best such ensemble in the world. Altissimo! Recordings celebrates the musical accomplishments of these amazing musicians by offering some of the greatest hits of the Marine Corps. This album features patriotic classics like "God of Our Fathers" and "The Marine's Hymn," as well as some concert band favorites like "Give Me Some Room," "Lafayette Square," and "Variations," and more.

In the introduction to his work, Emebrls Aaron Copland's quotes the vision of the recording: "I called the work Emebrls because it seemed to me to suggest musical states of being: noble and spiritual feelings, playful or spirited feelings. In addition to this center piece work, songs on this 15-track release include "American Hymn," "Laudes-Choir," "Variations," and more.

With a tradition going back to its formation in 1941, The United States Air Force Band has been the Air Force's premier musical organization, inspiring audiences in America and all over the world. Many of the works on this album demonstrate the history and importance of flying, from Philip Wilby's vision of a bygone era in "Dawn Flight," to Red Barron's "Tail Skimish" dedicated to the heroism of Tuskegee Airmen in WWII.

The U.S. Marine Band is the oldest of the U.S. military bands and the oldest professional musical organization in the United States. These two selections feature the band in concert, under the direction of Col. John Bourgeois and Lt. Col Timothy W. Foley. Volume 1 includes Johan de Meij's stirring Lord of the Rings symphony and Stravinsky's "Firebird Suite." Volume 2 includes Daniel Godfrey's "Jig (for Military Band)," Percy Grainger's "Lincolnshire Posy," and more.

Remembering the Glenn Miller Orchestra Remembering the Glenn Miller Orchestra is a premiere collection of the Air Force's finest tunes in tribute to the iconic bandleader, who revolutionized the music of the marching bands in the Army Air Force with his technique and expertise. Performed by The United States Air Force Orchestra, this album features a series of classic jazz charts like "Chattanooga Choo-Choo," "American Patrol," and everyone’s favorite, "In the Mood."

The U.S. Air Force Band proudly commemorates the 75th anniversary of the United States Air Force with this stirring collection. The selections recorded here represent classic works reminding us to treasure the past while we look toward the horizon for what is yet to come. Wild Blue Yonder features the works of great composers including Claude Debussy and Arnold Schoenberg, each concert piece capturing the serenity, the peril, and the wonder of flying up there in the wild blue yonder.


The U.S. Air Force Band features for Brass & Organ The United States Air Force Academy Stellar Brass is a brass and percussion ensemble that has performed all over the US. This 14-track release showcases not only the ensemble’s full, rich sound, but also the impressive capabilities of the organ. Works featured on this disc include Saint-Saëns' Symphony No. 3 in C minor, Op. 78 "Organ," Handel's Hallelujah Chorus, and more.

SDL# ALSM 10824 $16.98
SDL# ALSM 07121 $69.99
Deutschmeister Marches: All-Time Favorite German Marches
If you enjoy the strong and brassy sounds of classic military band marches, then you’ll love this collection! Die Original Deutschmeisterkapelle performs each march in the traditional German military band style that emphasizes excitement and vigor with every note. The tracks include “Hoch und Deutschmeister,” “Alpenliefer Marsch,” “Hoch Habsburg,” “Frei weg,” “Hoch Tirol,” “Mussinan Marsch,” and more.
CD# KADO KA20047 $14.98

Across the Pond: 50 European Marches 2-CD Set
Around the turn of the twentieth century, military marches entered their golden age. This album is a collection of fifty quality marches written by European composers, representing nine countries (and Australia). The tracks themselves range from the most traditional of military marches, to more theatrical and concert marches, to Spanish paso dobles, all representative of the march’s golden age.
2CD# ALSM 04012 $19.98

God Save the Tsar: Russian Imperial Marches
Few moments do you have a chance to peer into history when every effort was made to erase or destroy it. After the 1917 Russian Revolution anyone merely owning Russian Imperial music was sent to prison or executed on the spot. These are the living sounds of the preserved world of Tsar Nicholas II and his Russia. Includes “Pobrezhrabskii Regiment March,” “God Save the Tsar,” “Chernigov Hussar Regiment March,” and more.
CD# HBD 00105 $16.98

British Military Music Archive
Echoes of Empire is the second of the British Military Music Archive’s releases that features historic performances from the Band of the Coldstream Guards. Selections include “Wipers,” “Parade of the Tin Soldiers,” “Jewels of the Madonna,” “On the March,” and more.
CD# BMMA 1602 $16.98

Band of the Welsh Guards: Mec- garnered Marches
The Band of the Grenadier Guards trace their origin back to the exile of King Charles II when they were formed to be his protection. The title track for this release takes its name from the late Queen Mother. All recordings restored and remastered from 78 RPM records.
CD# BMMA 1603 $16.98

Marches of the World Wars: Band of the Irish Guards
The Band of the Irish Guards present this collection of 22 marches from the two world wars, including many tracks by Kenneth Alford. Leading off the program is “Colonel Bogey,” featured in the film Bridge Over the River Kwai. Other marches include “The Great Little Army,” “Army of the Nile,” “Sold Men to the Front,” “Eagle Squadron,” “Guadalcanal March,” “American Legion,” “The Royal British Legion March,” and more.
CD# BLER 1605156 $16.98

Regimental Marches of the British Army, Vol. 1
Formed in 1786, The Band of the Coldstream Guards is one of the oldest and best-known bands in the British Army. One duty of the band is to provide music during the Changing of the Guard ceremonies at Buckingham Palace. This release presents a rousing program of Regimental Marches from the British Army, including recognizable tunes like “Rule Britannia,” “Scotland Forever,” “Bonnie English Rose,” and more.
CD# CHA 6563 $14.98

Regimental Marches of the British Army, Vol. 2
This two-disc set contains a collection of routine bugle calls and field calls for the British cavalry and infantry troops. A bonus disc is also included, containing the Last Post and Reversal of the Colour suitable for use at Remembrance services. Over 80 calls in all.
2CD# HBD 29224 $16.98

Bugle Calls for the British Army 2-CD Set
This collection both pays tribute to the founding members and celebrates the centenary of the Band of the Welsh Guards. With tracks that date from WWI, this collection ranges from soldier songs to various regimental music and marches.
2CD# BMMA 1501 $16.98

Band of the Welsh Guards: Calvacade of Martial Songs
This album is arranged and re-arranged for every kind of ensemble; from brass quintet to rodeo band to the ballet. It contains thirty-two different tracks, is perfect for good music when a military band is not available, including marches and bugle calls.
CD# BMMA 1502 $17.98

Band of the Grenadier Guards: A Tribute 2-CD Set
The title Merrie England nicely brings together the traditional music of England and the music of one of its great composers, Sir Edward German. This album contains a variety of medleys and tunes from several facets of English culture including “Savoy Hunting Medley,” “Eton Memories,” and “Songs of the Sea.”
CD# BMMA 1604 $16.98

U.S. Army Ceremonial Band: American Spirit
American Spirit allows its listeners to be inspired, to reminisce, and to enjoy every second of the delightful music present on this patriotic album by the United States Army Ceremonial Band. Meant to capture the essence of an Army ceremony, these songs are perfect for events where a band is unavailable. The album, which features thirty-two different tracks, is divided into five movements.
CD# ALSM 70692 $16.98

America’s Bugle Calls
Snap to attention with this classic CD containing 58 of America’s classic military bugle calls. From famous bugle calls such as “Reveille,” “Taps” and “Mess Call” to less recorded but equally important pieces such as the new “Flag Officer’s March.” Almost any American military bugle call you can think of you will find in this well thought out collection. This CD is perfect for event planning and ceremonies.
CD# HBD 07002 $16.98

Esprit de Corps: America’s Ceremonial Music
This album, performed by The United States Air Force Concert Band, Ceremonial Brass, and Singing Sergeants, is comprised of a collection of fanfares, honors, marches, hymns, military songs and bugle calls. Each track of Espirit De Corps was recorded with the intention of providing appropriate, dignified music for military ceremonies when a band is otherwise unavailable. Specific selections are included for a retirement ceremony, parade, and a military funeral.
CD# ALSM 70742 $16.98

U.S. Navy Band: Music for Honors & Ceremonies
Music for Honors and Ceremonies consists of the music used in official Navy ceremonies around the world. The disc provides all musical selections required for change of command and retirement ceremonies, and other occasions as appropriate. Included are seventy-eight tracks all created with the purpose of being used when a military band is not available, including marches and bugle calls.
CD# ALSM 70752 $16.98

Honor & Glory: Military Honor Guards DVD
Their elegant driffs are as precise as a Swiss clock. Their rhythmic cadences evoke two hundred years of order and unity. They are the honor guard units of America’s military, soldiers whose skills dazzle the world. Watch in awe as the Marine’s famed Silent Drill Platoon spins and tosses bayonets M1 rifles for ten minutes without a word. Thrill to this flag-waving celebration of America’s greatest honor guards. A collection of America’s military marches, hymns, military songs and bugle calls.
DVD# AEEEN AAET3018 $24.98

A Patriotic Salute to the Military Family
This 17-track collection of America’s ultimate marches, bugle calls, ceremonial and Americanica music features performances from the bands of all branches of the United States military. A Patriotic Salute to the Military Family offers classic songs like John Philip Sousa’s “The Stars and Stripes Forever” and “The Washington Post,” and the songs of each branch of the military. This is the perfect album for your patriotic collection!
CD# ALSM 55612 $16.98

Hallowed Grounds: America’s Overseas Military Cemeteries DVD
Many people are aware of the famous American military cemetery at Omaha Beach, Normandy, site of one of the D-Day landings in 1944. But few know that there are 21 other American military cemeteries in eight different countries. As seen on PBS, Hallowed Grounds is the first major documentary made about these remarkable shrines, weaving together beautiful, contemporary footage of the cemeteries with the powerful stories about the men and women who are buried in them.
DVD# PBSV HAGR601DVD $19.98
Robert Russell Bennett: Old American Dances

This unique recording features the Royal Northern College of Music Wind Ensemble exploring the works of Robert Russell Bennett. Best known for his 300-plus musicals between 1920 and 1985, Bennett worked alongside the great songwriters of the “golden age” of Broadway, such as Gershwin, Porter, Kern, and Rodgers. Songs include “Cape Fear,” “Western One-Step,” “S.S. Eagle March,” “Song in the Salty Air,” “Wallflower Waltz” and many more. An absolute delight!

CD# CHA 10916 $19.98

Frank Erickson: Complete Symphonies for Band

The California State University Northridge Wind Ensemble, led by Director of Bands Lawrence Stoetle, presents this seven-track album, which includes all three of Frank Erickson’s Symphonies for Band. This is the first ever recording of Erickson’s complete symphonies, and will no doubt become a reference recording for the exceptional playing of the instrumentalists and the capable conducting of Dr. Stoetle. This is a must-have for any wind band enthusiast!

CD# MKCR 51299 $16.98

The Essential Canadian Brass

The Canadian Brass is an exemplary brass quintet formed in 1970 when there was no other touring, self-contained brass quintet. This collection presents an essential collection of tracks arranged and performed with such zest that it often sounds as if these pieces were written for brass. Songs include “Beate Street Blues,” Strauss’ “Also sprach Zarathustra,” “Amazing Grace,” “Tuba Tiger Flag,” Pachelbel’s “Canon In D,” and more.

CD# PHI 4325712 $17.98

The Art of the Trumpet 5-CD Set

It’s clear, concise, and conspicious clarion call has positioned the trumpet at the forefront of the brass family, making it one of the prime instruments of jazz small and big bands, classical orchestral wind sections, and more! The Art of the Trumpet features a wide swath of classical repertoire offering ample proof of Håkan Hardenbergh’s magnificent artistry. Ninety-three superb trumpet selections in all.

5CD# DEC B000972002 $39.98

Fennell & Cleveland Symphonic Winds: Military Band Music

This collection of military and folk songs recorded by the Cleveland Symphonic Winds conducted by Frederick Fennell is widely regarded as a masterpiece in recorded sound. Recorded in real time without compression, this album includes Holst’s “Suite for Military Band No. 1 in E Flat Major” and Decoy’s 5-CD “Fantasia for Organ in G Major,” and Handel’s “The Music for the Royal Fireworks,” all in stunningly rich sound.

CD# TLC 80038 $15.98

Music of the American Revolution: The Birth of Liberty

This CD will stir the patriotic heart with traditional and popular songs of the American Revolutionary War period. Tracks include “Brickmaker March,” “Lamentation over Boston,” “British Grenadiers,” “Lovely Nancy,” “Independence,” and more. Artists include the American Fife Ensemble, The Liberty Tree Tune Players, The Continental Harmony Singers, and more! 20 tracks in all.

CD# NWR 80276 $17.98

U.S Navy Band: Music for Chamber Winds

Music for Chamber Winds represents the Navy Band’s first recording designed to showcase its chamber music ensembles. This release includes over thirty fantastic pieces including “With This Love,” “Czardas” and “Bygone Days”. The United States Navy Band plays brilliantly on each different song, making Music for Chamber Winds an amazing album that serves to represent everything the United States Navy Band stands for.

CD# ALSM 70452 $19.98

Ohio State University Wind Band: Network

One of the most recognized wind bands in the country, the Ohio State University Wind Symphony, conducted by Russell C. Mikkelsen, has been a strong advocate for the composition of new works for wind band. This album features works by Benjamin Britten, Gustav Mahler, and Steven Bryant. Soprano Katherine Rohrer is also featured for Mahler’s “Um Mittelmacht.”

CD# NXS 8573446 $14.98

University of Michigan Band: Stars & Stripes Forever

During the mid-20th century, there were two reference sources for band music. One was Frederick Fennell, the driving force of the Eastman Wind Ensemble, and the other was the group featured on this release, the University of Michigan Band. This 19-track CD proves exactly why this ensemble remains a staple in wind band recordings, with tunes like “Anchors Aweigh,” “Nobles of the Mystic Shrine,” “The Stars and Stripes Forever,” and many more.

CD# VGDC 720032C $16.98

American Originals

If America has a genre of “classical” music, it is music for wind band. In that genre, few bands can reckon with the might and skill of the United States Air Force Heritage of America Band. This release features works by American composers and includes wind band staples like Norman Dello Joio’s “Variants on a Medieval Tune,” Morton Gould’s “Ballad for Band,” Peter Mennin’s “Carsonza for Wind Band,” Igor Stravinsky’s “Circus Polka,” and many more.

CD# KLA 11188 $16.98

Band of the Coldstream Guards: Steps of Glory

This album was the first from the British Military Music Archive to feature historical recordings of the Band of the Coldstream Guards. This includes popular tunes of the time, classical repertoire transcriptions, selections from musicals and operas, novelty pieces, and marches. Tracks include “Our Homeland,” “The Teddy Bears’ Picnic,” “Steps of Glory,” “The Doll Dance,” “War March of the Priests,” and more.

CD# BMMA 1601 $16.98

American Winds

The Wind Ensemble at Lehigh University is a select group of students dedicated to performing the original music written for woodwinds, brass and percussion. Under David Diggis’ direction, The Wind Ensemble was honored by Downbeat Magazine, receiving the award for the most outstanding college symphonic band in its 22nd Annual Student Music Awards.

CD# HBD 000390 $15.98

Ceremonial Music for Trumpet & Organ

Leading organist Michael Murray and equally talented Brass trumpet player Rolf Smedvig reunite for an album exclusively composed of ceremonial music for trumpet and organ. Each track is majestic in its brilliance and tone, recalling royal weddings, coronations, funerals, and other state occasions. Includes J.S. Bach’s “Herz und Mund und Tat und Leben,” Mendelssohn’s “A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” and Saint-Luc’s “Wedding March.”

CD# TLC 80341 $15.98

The Canadian Brass: Ragtime

Proving once again that they can play anything with mastery and flair, the fabulous Canadian Brass take on ragtime, gospel, and even jazz up the classics (Bach, Mozart, Brahms), in this joyous collection. Featuring the Iseler Singers, the 20 upbeat selections include Scott Joplin’s “The Favourite,” “Amazing Grace,” “Dixie Bach,” and “Just A Closer Walk With Thee.”

CD# RCAI 68110 $17.98

Chesnut Brass Band: Hail to the Chief

The Chestnut Brass Company and friends bring us this excellent collection of American political marches, songs, and dirges of the 1800s. The album begins with “The President’s March,” and presents tracks chronologically, through President Lincoln’s “Funeral March,” and finally to “A Hundred Years Hence” for voices and piano. A truly historical soundtrack of a crucial century of American history, perfect for any history buff or audiophile.

CD# SNYI 62485 $17.98

“The President’s Own” U.S. Marine Band: Above & Beyond

This release includes established and lesser-known works, including Gerard Schwarz’s specifically commissioned “Above & Beyond,” performed by the internationally acclaimed U.S. Marine Band. Other tracks include Aaron Copland’s “Emblems,” and works from Percy Grainger, Samuel Barber, Jacques Offenbach and more.

CD# NXS 8573121 $14.98

Stephen Foster: Foster for Brass

Considered by many to be the father of American popular music, Stephen Foster achieved his first notable success with “Oh! Susanna.” This unique recording brings together arrangements for brass band of melodies written by Foster, as well as marches, quick-steps and dances based on his songs by contemporary bandleaders and composers. All instruments used for this recording date from the 1860s, a period when the newly-developed brass bands were the primary vehicle for popular music.

CD# NXS 85759124 $14.98

Marches Greatest Hits

Marches have been a staple in band literature since the “March King,” John Philip Sousa, made them popular with his touring band. This 22-track release features some of the very best marches that have ever been written by Sousa and his fellow march composers, as performed by the Eastman Wind Ensemble and the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble. Featured marches include “Under the Double Eagle,” “Barnum and Bailey’s Favorite,” “The Thunderer,” “The Stars and Stripes Forever,” and more.

CD# CLCS B00042602 $14.98

Arthur Pryor: Trombone Soloist of the Sousa Band

Known as the “Paganini of the Trombone,” Arthur Pryor was a star attraction for John Philip Sousa’s band in the late 1800’s. Having played about 10,000 solos in his career, Pryor expressed a dazzling flair, the fabulous Canadian Brass. His playing added a unique dimension to the Sousa Band. Other tracks include Aaron Copland’s “In A Country Village,” and the March King, John Philip Sousa’s “Maiden Blush.”

CD# CPRR 451 $18.98

Herbert L. Clarke: Cornet Soloist of the Sousa Band

Herbert Lincoln Clarke is acknowledged to be the greatest cornetist of his time, and certainly one of the most celebrated. On this complete collection of original double-sided recordings made between 1900-1922 you’ll hear Clarke’s beautiful playing on 26 historic tracks including “Carnival at the Thieves,” “Caprice Brilliante,” “Ah Cupid,” “Russian Fantasy,” “The Teddy Bears’ Picnic,” “Steps of Glory,” “The Doll Dance,” and more.

CD# CPR 450 $18.98
# Broadway Favorites

## Wicked: 15th Anniversary – Original Cast Recording 2-CD Set

The Broadway musical Wicked has been a record-breaking success for 15 years, telling the rich story of the witches of Oz before the arrival of Dorothy. To celebrate that milestone anniversary, this 2-CD release was recorded in front of a live audience and is performed by the original Broadway cast as well as new artists including Ariana Grande and Adam Lambert.

2CD# VRV 002947002  $23.98

## Greatest Hits of Broadway

This release includes 21 of your favorite Broadway hits from classic productions! Tracks include "Oh What a Beautiful Mornin'" (Oklahoma), "I Can Do That," "Dance; Ten; Looks; Three," "It's All In Here, ""Sing!" and more.

2CD# SNYC 62365  $14.98

## The Lion King: Original Broadway Cast Recording 2CD/ DVD

Based on the 1994 Disney animated film, The Lion King musical premiered in 1997 at the Orpheum Theatre in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The production is the highest grossing Broadway production of all time, bringing in more than $1 billion. This 2-disc set features the original cast singing 20 classic songs like "Circle of Life," "They Live In You," "The Lion Sleeps Tonight," "Can You Feel The Love Tonight," and more, as well as a behind-the-scenes DVD.

2CD/DVD# WDIS 0000543500  $26.98

## My Fair Lady: Cast Recording

This 18-track disc is Columbia Masterworks’ most successful Broadway album! There have been many productions of Alain Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe’s masterpiece My Fair Lady, but nothing compares to this original 1956 version featuring Julie Andrews and Rex Harrison.

CD# SNYC 749917  $16.98

## Oklahoma! The 75th Anniversary Collection

2018 marked the 75th anniversary of the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical Oklahoma! While initially expected to make a modest profit, the show went on to run for a record-breaking 2,212 performances and was turned into a successful film in 1955. This fantastic 75th anniversary edition includes both the original 1943 cast recording and the soundtrack from the 1955 film.

CD# AOAT 3286  $16.98

## John McGlinn on Broadway 13-CD Set

John McGlinn was one of the finest American conductor and musical theatre archivists that has ever lived. This 13-disc release boasts complete recordings of Kern/Hammerstein’s Show Boat (1927), Porter’s Anything Goes (1934), Berlin’s Annie Get Your Gun (1946), Brigadoon and Porter’s Kiss Me Kate, and more, all made under McGlinn’s direction.

13CD# WRNC 983352  $99.98

## Paint Your Wagon: Encores 2015 Cast Recording

Filled with gorgeous standards such as "They Call the Wind Maria," "I Talk to the Trees," and "Wand'n' Star," Paint Your Wagon is Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe’s sweepingly ambitious and surprisingly realistic take on the Gold Rush-happy America of 1853. This 2015 revival stars Keith Carradine, Justin Guarini, and Alexandra Socha.

CD# SNYI 88985334092  $17.98

## Barbra Streisand: Encore – Movie Partners Sing Broadway

This outstanding 10-track album features the incredible Barbra Streisand pairing with some of Hollywood’s biggest stars to perform Broadway classics. Her previous “Partners” release debuted at #1 on the Billboard Top 200, and this album is just as exciting. Featured tracks include Barbra and Melissa McCarthy performing “Anything You Can Do,” Barbara and Jamie Foxx performing “Climb Ev’ry Mountain,” and many more.

CD# COLB 88985339752  $18.98

## Annie: 30th Anniversary 2-CD Set

This two-disc, 48-track album celebrates the 30th anniversary of one of Broadway’s most beloved musicals: Annie. Based on the comic strip “Little Orphan Annie,” the production opened in 1977 and set a record when it ran for six years before winning the Tony Award for “Best Musical”. As an added bonus, this release also includes songs from Annie 2, as well as 3 bonus tracks.

2CD# TMLF 19538M  $29.98

## It’s a Grand Night for Singing: Music of Rodgers & Hammerstein 3-CD Set

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II together ushered in the golden age of musical theater with their string of hit Broadway musicals during the 1940s and 1950s. This 3-disc set features 63 songs from the pair’s best works, including "Oh What A Beautiful Morning," "Oklahoma," "Some Enchanted Evening," "Getting To Know You," "My Favorite Things," and many more.

3CD# DYN 3588  $26.98

## Renee Fleming: Broadway

Grammy Award-winning soprano Renee Fleming presents this 18-track release featuring tunes from Broadway composers including Stephen Sondheim, Andrew Lloyd Webber, Rodgers & Hammerstein, and more. She is backed by the BBC Concert Orchestra, who brilliantly execute these exciting arrangements. Tracks include "Till There Was You," from The Music Man, "Something Wonderful," from The King and I, and many more.

CD# DEC B002873902  $17.98

## The Best of the Musicals 3-CD Set

The very best songs from the very best musicals are featured in this 60-track, 3-CD box set. Members of the London Theatre Orchestra and singers do a fantastic job covering these works. Tunes from all the great musicals are covered, including Cats, Phantom of the Opera, The Lion King, West Side Story, Les Miserables, Cabaret, My Fair Lady, Hairspray, Wicked, and many more.

3CD# HBM1 2940962  $17.98

## Bernstein on Broadway

Bernstein’s most popular and best-loved melodies from West Side Story, Candide & On the Town. Featuring the composer as conductor in West Side Story, one of the greatest musicals of all time, and in Candide, a visionary work with a dazzling score. Bernstein protégé Michael Tilson Thomas conducts On the Town featuring all-star casts, with artists including José Carreras, Kiri Te Kanawa, Thomas Hampson, Christa Ludwig, Frederica von Stade, and Jerry Hadley.

CD# DGG 4799834  $14.98

## The Essential Stephen Sondheim 2-CD Set

Here are 30 of the biggest hits and best-loved songs from Broadway’s most famous composer, Stephen Sondheim. This 2-CD set includes music from his entire Broadway career along with his music from film and television. Tracks include “America,” “Tonight,” and “Somewhere,” from West Side Story; plus “Anyone Can Whistle,” “Everything’s Coming Up Roses,” and so many more songs from one of the most famous names in music history.

2CD# SBMG 88875180322  $17.98

## Gershwin: Fascinating Rhythm

After beginning his career producing songs on Tin Pan Alley, George Gershwin went on to become one of the most successful songwriters of the early 20th century His “Rhapsody in Blue,” and “Funny Face,” both of which are included in the 25 tracks, helped to launch Gershwin into popularity. The tracks on this album feature Gershwin performing his own works, with guests such as Al Jolson, Fred Astaire, and Bing Crosby.

CD# RCAI 63294  $17.98

## Sarah Brightman: The Andrew Lloyd Webber Collection

One of the most exciting collaborations in musical theatre is composer Andrew Lloyd Webber and singer/actress Sarah Brightman. Brightman performs 16 hits from the most popular Lloyd Webber musicals, including “Memory” (Cats), “Don’t Cry For Me Argentina” (Evita), “The Music Of The Night” (Phantom of the Opera), and many more. Featured duets include Michael Crawford, Cliff Richard, Jose Carreras and Sir John Gielgud.

CD# DEC 3145393302  $19.98

## Hair: Original Broadway Cast

A product of the hippie counterculture of the 1960s, the Broadway musical Hair: The American Tribal Love-Fantastic Musical premiered in 1967. The production made waves with its profanity, profanity, and brazen treatment of sexuality. This 32-track release features the original Broadway cast performing songs like “Aquarius,” “Colored Spade,” “I Believe In Love,” “Hair,” and “Good Morning Starshine.”

CD# SNYC 57803  $16.98

## CATS: Original Broadway Cast 2-CD Set

The nearly 20 years Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Cats spent on the Broadway stage in its original run no room for doubt as to the love and admiration fans of musical theater had for this work. This complete Cats original cast album, recorded in 1982, features, among its many stars, Betty Buckley, whose fame rocketed to new heights with the musical’s biggest hit song from near the end of Act 2, “Memory”.

2CD# DEC 000063202  $24.98
**John Williams & Steven Spielberg: Ultimate Collection 4-CD/DVD Set**

Is there any film partnership more successful than that of director Steven Spielberg and composer John Williams? The duo, over their 43-year collaboration, have made movies and music that continue to stand the test of time.

This three-disc set features 43 songs from hit films including *Raiders of the Lost Ark*, *The BFG*, *Saving Private Ryan*, *Jurassic Park*, *Schindler’s List*, *E.T., Jaws*, and more.

4CD/DVD# SNYC 88985374582 $34.98

**Vertigo, The Birds Collection 4-CD Set**

Alfred Hitchcock: Classic Soundtrack

Seven, To Kill A Mockingbird, The Ten Commandments, Nino Rota: The Godfather Trilogy 2-CD Set

*2CD# MVDA 076119910011 $19.98*

The Godfather Waltz, “Connie's Wedding,” and many more.

**Ultimate Collection 4-CD/DVD Set**

John Williams & Steven Spielberg: Classic Soundtrack

Seven, To Kill A Mockingbird, The Ten Commandments, Nino Rota: The Godfather Trilogy 2-CD Set

*2CD# MVDA 076119910011 $19.98*

**Paramount Pictures**

Paramount Pictures has a light to be proud of its century of contributions to American filmmaking and the art of film scoring. This two-disc, 43-track release chronicles the studio's most popular scores, presented in fine recordings and remastered editions.

Tracks include songs from *Saving Private Ryan*, *The Ten Commandments*, *Raiders of the Lost Ark*, and more.

2CD# SNYC 87736 $19.98

**50 Favourite Film & TV Themes 3-CD Set**

The best-loved themes from the big and small screen are reproduced in this exclusive 3-CD collection, with more than two and a half hours of classics entertainment. Tracks include: *Hill Street Blues*, *L.A. Law*, *Twin Peaks*, *Falcon Crest*, *Theme from Mary Tyler Moore Show* (Love Is All Around); *The Saint*; *Kojak: Hawaii Five-O*; *Quincy*, Dallas and many more!

3CD# FAFW FFC6520 $24.98

**Paramount 90th Anniversary Collection 2-CD Set**

Paramount Pictures has a light to be proud of its century of contributions to American filmmaking and the art of film scoring. This two-disc, 43-track release chronicles the studio's most popular scores, presented in fine recordings and remastered editions.

Tracks include songs from *Saving Private Ryan*, *The Ten Commandments*, *Raiders of the Lost Ark*, and more.

2CD# SNYC 87736 $19.98

**The World of Hans Zimmer: A Symphonic Celebration 2-CD Set**

This new release from Sony Classical features the music from the long-awaited and grateful “World of Hans Zimmer” concert tour. For this program, Zimmer has arranged his greatest hits as electrifying concert suites for orchestra and choir. Tracks on this 2-CD set include concert suites from *Pearl Harbor*, *Madagascar*, *The Dark Knight*, *Mission Impossible*, and more.

2CD# SBMG 19075899052 $19.98

**Pavarotti: Music from the Motion Picture**

Pavarotti is an exciting film that sheds light on the iconic tenor who brought opera into the mainstream. From the filmmaking team that brought us the documentary *The Beatles: Eight Days A Week*, this film puts audiences front row center for an exploration of the legend that is Luciano Pavarotti. This 22-track release features the legendary Pavarotti classics that are featured in the film, including favorites “Ave Maria,” and “Nessun Dorma.”

*CD# DEC B003033002 $19.98*

**Somewhere in Time: Film Music of John Barry**

Over his five-decade career, English composer John Barry won award after award for his film scores, which included several James Bond films. This is the first volume of the complete anthology of Barry’s film music, and includes 16 tracks from films such as *Dances With Wolves*, *Somewhere in Time*, *Out of Africa*, and more.

*CD# BSXR BSXCD9106 $17.98*

**Queen: Bohemian Rhapsody Soundtrack**

The 2018 film *Bohemian Rhapsody* is a rousing celebration of the band Queen and their extraordinary lead singer Freddie Mercury. With his flamboyant personality and unmistakable talent, Mercury put audiences front row, at the right to be proud of its century. Paramount Pictures has a light to be proud of its century of contributions to American filmmaking and the art of film scoring. This two-disc, 43-track release chronicles the studio's most popular scores, presented in fine recordings and remastered editions.

The complete* Harry Potter* film music collection

This 2-disc, 45 track set is a celebratory collection of the biggest composers and most popular albums to grace the Varese Sarabande catalog during their unparalleled 40-year run as the foremost soundtrack label in the market. Composers from Hollywood’s Golden Age are here, like Bernard Herrmann, Alex North, and Jerry Goldsmith, as well as modern composers including Hans Zimmer, James Horner and Brian Tyler.

*2CD# DSX 00008 $24.98*

**The Big Country/How the West Was Won**

The soundtracks from two epic westerns are included on this 31-track release. The first is Jerome Moss’s Oscar nominated soundtrack for *The Big Country*, starring Gregory Peck and Burl Ives. The second is Alfred Newman & Ken Darby's *How the West Was Won*, which took No. 4 on the Billboard chart upon its release. For any fan of classic scores from westerns, this is a must-have!

*CD# JAIE 8264623 $17.98*

**Mary Poppins: Original Soundtrack 2-CD Set**

The soundtrack for the magical Disney musical *Mary Poppins* is one of the most loved and most successful soundtracks of all time. This 2-disc set includes more than four hours of music, interviews, and commentary by the people who made the magic come alive. These 70 tracks include beloved songs like “A Spoonful of Sugar,” “Pavement Artist,” “Jolly Holiday,” “Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious,” “Feed the Birds,” “Chim Chim Cher-ee,” and more.

*CD# WDIS 5008612027 $19.98*

**Mary Poppins Returns Soundtrack**

CD# WDIS D002693002 $17.98

**Henry Mancini: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 4-CD Set**

In the field of soundtracks, Henry Mancini stands alone. Over his six-decade career, Mancini garnered an impressive 20 Grammy Awards. This 4-disc set focuses on the films that he wrote for between the years 1958 and 1963, including music from *Egypt*, *Harlow*, *The Pink Panther*, *Experiment in Terror*, *Peter Gunn*, and more.

4CD# EGHF EN4CD9148 $17.98

**Schnittke: Film Music Edition 4-CD Set**

His attractive polyphonic compositional technique found a nearly perfect equivalent in film, yet very few people are familiar with Alfred Schnittke’s actual film music, which amounted to more than 60 Soviet-era film scores between 1961-1984. Suffering from the artistic regimentations like many composers in the USSR, his work for film to a large extent contributed to his livelihood.

4CD# CAP 7196 $24.98

**John Williams: The Great Movie Soundtracks 4-CD Set**

This 4 CD treasury contains selections from John Williams’ most iconic works. Tracks include the music from *Harry Potter & the Philosopher’s Stone*, *Indiana Jones & the Temple of Doom*, *Jaws*, *E.T.*, and Schindler’s *Liberation*, and an entire disc of scores from the six episodes of the Star Wars series; and a collection of works for national events and broadcasts. This must-have collection highlights Williams’ brilliance for creating pieces that become true cultural touchstones.

4CD# SBMG 88875127322 $24.98

**The Movies: 108 Great Screen Hits 5-CD Set**

5 CDs packed with your favorite hits from six decades of film! From Al Jolson and Rudolph Valentino, to Doris Day and Dean Martin, you’ll love this anthology of screen hits. Other artists in this compilation include Gene Kelly, Rita Hayworth, Marilyn Dietrich, Bob Hope, Fred Astaire, Judy Garland and many, many more!

5CD# DEJY 5X040 $27.98
**WORLD MUSIC FAVORITES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arthur Lyman: The Singles Collection 2-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>This is the first package to gather Arthur Lyman's incredible collection of singles. His music has been labeled &quot;exotica&quot;, &quot;lounge&quot;, even &quot;world music,&quot; but it is simply &quot;easy listening&quot; music at its very best. Lyman recorded over two dozen albums for the Hi-Fi label and even more for GNP Crescendo. Tracks include &quot;Miserlou,&quot; &quot;Hawaiian War Chant,&quot; &quot;Jungle Jaropy,&quot; &quot;Never on Sunday,&quot; &quot;Jungle Fantasy,&quot; and many more.</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOAR: Catrin Finch &amp; Seckou Keita</strong></td>
<td>SOAR explores themes of migration and journeys, both emotional and physical, exploring and celebrating the parallels and differences between the Welsh harp and the West African kora and their cultures. Welsh harpist Catrin Finch and Senegalese kora player Seckou Keita present this tremendous release, described by the Guardian as &quot;...an electrifying musical set.&quot;</td>
<td>$17.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mandolins from Italy: 24 Most Popular Melodies</strong></td>
<td>This is perfect instrumental background music for your next Italian-themed dinner or garden party. Here are 24 enchanting, authentic mandolin tunes that will make you feel like you are relaxing in the Plazas of Rome. Digitally remastered for premium sound!</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tranquility: Music for Relaxation</strong></td>
<td>A beautiful album of gentle music, ideal for meditation, yoga or simply for &quot;chilling&quot; with a glass of something delicious and refreshing... An hour of gorgeous, tranquil, relaxing music from Nepal, Russia, Egypt, India, the USA (Native American flute).</td>
<td>$12.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volare! The Italian-American Vocalists 3-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>You'll love this impressive 3-CD set featuring the all-time best from legendary Italian-American vocalists! All original hits by the original artists, the whopping 75 songs include Dean Martin (&quot;That's Amore,&quot; &quot;Return to Me&quot;), Jerry Vale (&quot;Innamorata,&quot; &quot;Prisoner of Love&quot;), and other familiar favorites from Tony Bennett, Don Cornell, Vic Damone, Frankie Laine, Louis Prima, Perry Como, and much, much more!</td>
<td>$24.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Magic of Nana Mouskouri 2-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>Here are 50 digitally remastered recordings from the Greek singing sensation that captured the hearts of the world. From her very first album release, the angelic soprano has become the best-selling female artist of all time – over 350,000,000 records sold to date. This 2-CD collection assembles a cavalcade of her best-known recordings.</td>
<td>$33.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Circle Unbroken: A Gullah Journey DVD</strong></td>
<td>The vast majority of all enslaved Africans coming to America arrived through the ports of South Carolina. This popular tourist destination is the epicenter of the Gullah culture, and an important part of African American history. This documentary, first broadcast on PBS, explores the Gullah culture and its influence on language, food, religion, set, and music.</td>
<td>$14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eagle Song: Powwows of the Native American</strong></td>
<td>Famous pow wow singers and drum groups of the Ojibway, the Blackfoot and the Mi'kmaq tribes, from Canada and the USA, present ceremonial and social songs and dances. Band biographies &amp; info about the tribes included. 18 tracks in all.</td>
<td>$14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>German Drinking Songs 2-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>This compilation of German popular music represents the diversity of songs and dances that might be heard at the annual Munich Oktoberfest. The 50 authentic, energetic tracks include &quot;Drinking Song,&quot; by Will Glahe And His Orchestra, &quot;Hab' ich einen Durst&quot; by Otto Storr, &quot;Klingeling-Polka&quot; by Werner Bohm, and &quot;The Cuckoo Yodel&quot; by the Loni Heumann Trio.</td>
<td>$12.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ultimate Guide to Scottish Folk 2-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>Visitors to Scotland are amazed at the geographical, linguistic, and cultural diversity of this tiny country. The music in this set represents the many facets of Scottish traditional music, through which the Scottish culture is refracted in its multi-colored glory.</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volare: The Ancient Italian Vocalists 3-CD Set</strong></td>
<td>Steven Halpern has amassed a large following of dedicated fans with his multiple albums of music for meditation, yoga, sound healing, and stress reduction. This 13-track album will give listeners a 'healing feel.' Experience this calm and relaxing music that features works for solo piano, flute, harp, and more.</td>
<td>$16.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Best of Saor Patrol:
The Clan’s Favorites 2-CD Set
It doesn’t matter the venue—you never forget a Saor Patrol show. The group leaves an impression whether at a metal festival, a smoky bar, or the Edinburgh Fringe. This special 2-track, 2-disc release was chosen by Saor Patrol fans—nicknamed “The Clan,” to celebrate the pioneers of Scottish Celtic Rock. Tracks include “The Gael,” “The Whipping Post,” “Road Back,” and more.
CD# ARCM 2841 $19.98

Saor Patrol: Battle of Kings
Saor Patrol’s Battle of Kings contains a selection of rousing songs focusing on Scotland’s wars of independence during the reign of Robert the Bruce. The album that rocks its way through history with driving triple drums, electric guitars and bagpipes. The scratched unicorn and lion rampant on the cover are powerful reminders of losses incurred in the historical struggle for Scottish independence.
CD# ARCM 2788 $19.98

Saor Patrol: Folk ‘N Rock DVD
Filmed over the span of a couple of years, this DVD from Saor Patrol showcases the group’s powerful and memorable performances on stages all over the world, as well as their cultural and educational activities. Notably, the film includes a tour of the fortified medieval village of Duncarron that the group has spent the last 15 years building.
DVD# ARCM 0016 $19.98

The Best of Loreena McKennitt:
The Journey So Far
Once heard, never forgotten! Loreena McKennitt’s music offers a cultural richness rarely heard in popular music featuring a range of instruments and melodies that speak to the musical traditions of five continents. You’ll treasure 12 McKennitt classics including “The Mummer’s Dance,” “Lady of Shalott,” “Bonny Portmore,” “Dante’s Prayer,” “Marco Polo,” and “The Bonny Swans.”
CD# UMER B001863902 $16.98

Cock ‘O North: Gordon Highlanders
Band, Pipes & Drums
The music is as rich and steeped in tradition as the lively deeds of heroism from the regiment’s gallant history. Read in the liner notes a brief biography of the Gordon Highlanders, then be delighted by the perfect mix of pipes, drums and marches. Include “Long Reevile,” “Grampian Welcome,” “Highland Gathering,” “Rose of Kelvingrove,” “Pipe Medley,” “Castlegate to Holburn,” “Elizabethe of Glamis,” “Ye Banks and Brases,” “Comiskisters,” and more.
CD# HBD 05077 $16.98

Emmet Cahill’s Ireland
This 11-track release from vocalist Emmet Cahill is a collection of Irish classics that have been passed down from generation to generation. This is the very best of the traditional Irish repertoire! Featured songs include “An Irish Lullaby,” “The When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,” “Wild Mountain Thyme,” and many more.
CD# COLB 8895413912 $15.98

Traditional Songs of Britain & Ireland 2-CD Set
Saydisc presents this double album of traditional songs from England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. Native and traditional musicians are featured on this release, offering up an authentic experience, with artists such as The McPeake Family Trio, Ray Fisher, Siwsann George, and others performing. Lyrics to all of these songs are included in the liner notes, as well as translations for songs performed in traditional Welsh and Gaelic languages.
CD# SAY 450 $19.98

Celtic Journeys: A David Arkenstone Celtic Collection
Composer David Arkenstone pays tribute to the music of Sarah Brightman, Enya, Celtic Woman, Secret Garden, and more in this collection of sonic bliss. With guest vocals by Charlee Brooks and David Davidson, 12 gorgeous tracks include “All Souls Night,” “‘Deliver Me,” “Misty Morning,” and more.
CD# CPT 557842 $15.98

The Best of Scotland
A rousing compilation of Scottish music featuring The Pipes and Drums of the Scots Guards, The Lowland Band of the Scottish Division, The Band of the Black Watch and many more. Includes: “Scotland The Brave,” “Edinburgh Castle,” “Scots Wha Hae” “The Road To The Isles” and more.
CD# BLER 4 $16.98

Celtic Thunder: Heritage CD & DVD
Their 2011 smash show, Heritage, continued the popular success of Celtic Thunder and features a return to the traditional musical culture of Ireland. Thirteen tracks include “A Place in the Choir,” “Whiskey in the Jar,” “Gold & Silver Days,” and more. The DVD has three bonus tracks.
CD# SBMG 88875077702 $17.98

Celtic Thunder Heritage DVD
DVD# SBMG 88875129409 $19.98

Celtic Woman: Ancient Land
Celtic Woman returns with Ancient Land, their first studio album since the Grammy-nominated Destiny in 2016. The album features the original compositions “Follow Me” and “Love and Honour,” alongside traditional Irish songs and reimagined workings of contemporary songs. Vocalists Mairead Carlin, Eabha McMahon, Megan Walsh and the sensational Tara McNeill on fiddle are accompanied by an orchestra and a full Irish band of drums and pipes.
CD# MANH 2577012082 $16.98

Celtic Woman: Emerald
Emerald: Musical Gems features reimagined performances of fan favorites from the group’s treasured chest of Celtic songs. Thirteen tracks include “Mo Ghile Mear,” “Duilann,” “She Moves Thru the Fair,” and the ever-haunting “Danny Boy.” The companion DVD, Emerald: Live in Concert was filmed at the University of Notre Dame, and showcase five additional tunes.
CD# MANH 2537644124 $16.98

Celtic Woman: Songs from the Heart
Songs From The Heart is a true celebration of Ireland and radiates the pure essence of Celtic Woman. Hear them perform 15 inspirational melodies and heartwarming songs that will stir fans of all ages and cultures. Includes “Amazing Grace,” “Fields of Gold,” “Nil Se N’La,” and the beloved “The Coast Of Galaga.”
CD# MANH 583602B $16.98

Celtic Woman: Believe CD
Believe, the sixth studio album from the vocal sensation, features vocalists Chloé Agnew, Lisa Kelly, Lisa Lambe and Celtic violinist Máiread Nesbitt performing classic Irish songs such as “The Water Is Wide,” “A Woman’s Heart,” and inspirational songs like “Bridge Over Troubled Water” and “Ave Maria.”
CD# MANH 796602 $16.98

Celtic Woman: Believe DVD
DVD# MANH 796869 $19.98

Celtic Woman CD
The album that started it all, Celtic Woman is the perfect showcase for some of Ireland’s most dynamic new musical talent. These 18 haunting Celtic songs include traditional standards and up-tempo contemporary compositions including “Ave Maria,” “One World,” “Send Me A Song,” and the fiddles fueled “The Butterfly.” The DVD also contains three bonus tracks.
CD# MANH 602332A $16.98

Celtic Woman: A New Journey
Celtic Woman, second only to Riverdance as an international Irish showbiz phenomenon, thrilled and charmed listeners with their epic 2007 show A New Journey, filmed live at Slane Castle. 16 exhilarating songs in all, with bonus tracks included on the DVD.
CD# MANH 751102 $16.98

Celtic Woman: A New Journey DVD
DVD# MANH 938329 $19.98
**Tango Argentino:** Baroque Classics
CD# ARCM 2829
$14.98

**Saor Patrol:** A Woman’s World
CD# ARCM 2815
$14.98

**Israeli Songs**
CD# ARCM 2798
$14.98

**Orthodox Chants From Russia**
CD# ARCM 2850
$14.98

**Magic of the South Seas**
CD# ARCM 1597
$14.98

**Pride of Scotland**
CD# ARCM 2766
$14.98

**Irish Folk:** The House Devils
CD# ARCM 2830
$14.98

**Best of Irish Fiddle**
CD# ARCM 2832
$14.98

**Ultimate Greek Collection**
CD# ARCM 2796
$14.98

**Best of Welsh Folk**
CD# ARCM 2842
$14.98

**The Most Beautiful Folk Songs of Russia**
CD# ARCM 2217
$14.98

**Gypsy Flamenco**
CD# ARCM 2838
$14.98

**Journey to the Middle East**
CD# ARCM 2835
$14.98

**Visions of Iraq**
CD# ARCM 2834
$17.98

**Haunting Slow Airs from Ireland**
CD# ARCM 2171
$14.98

**Most Famous Cuban Classics**
CD# ARCM 2844
$14.98

**Celtic Harp**
CD# ARCM 2831
$14.98

**An African Journey**
CD# ARCM 2811
$14.98

**The Very Best of Africa**
CD# ARCM 2836
$14.98

**20 Best Syrtakis from Greece**
CD# ARCM 2839
$14.98

**Mariachi from Mexico**
CD# ARCM 2790
$14.98

**Flamenco Passion**
CD# ARCM 2793
$14.98

**Tropical Holiday**
CD# ARCM 2801
$14.98

**Ultimate Tango Collection**
CD# ARCM 2780
$14.98

**Saor Patrol:** Two Headed Dog
CD# ARCM 2395
$14.98

**Latin Steeldrums**
CD# ARCM 2808
$14.98

**Best Gypsy Music from Eastern Europe**
CD# ARCM 2785
$14.98

**Journey to Morocco**
CD# ARCM 2849
$14.98

**Music from Costa Rica**
CD# ARCM 2843
$14.98

**Master of the Arabian Flute**
CD# ARCM 2367
$14.98
The Musical Journey Series

You can now arm-chair travel to the most thrilling cities and countries on Earth with these beautifully filmed musical journeys. These DVDs combine stunning visual images backed by lovely classical music. It's time to pack your bags and travel! Each DVD is full color and recorded in Dolby and DTS surround sound. Each Musical Journey DVD only $14.98!

SPECIAL OFFER:
Buy 3 or more DVDs for $12.98 each

JAZZ FAVORITES

Norah Jones: Begin Again
Nine-time Grammy-winning singer-songwriter Norah Jones presents this charming 7-track album of singles that she recently recorded alongside several collaborators including Jeff Tweedy and Thomas Bartlett. With tracks like “My Heart is Full,” “Wintertime,” and more, this is a beautifully compelling snapshot of creativity from one of music’s most intriguing artists.
CD# BLU 0029785602 $16.98

Norah Jones: Day Breaks
Norah Jones returns to her piano roots on her stunning sixth solo album Day Breaks. Songs are divided between originals and sharply selected covers in this ever-evolving blend of pop and jazz. Featuring appearances from legendary jazz musicians Wayne Shorter, Dr. Lonnie Smith and Brian Blade. Day Breaks includes songs such as “Burn,” “Tragedy,” “Flipside,” “It’s a Wonderful Time for Love," and eight more tracks.
CD# BLD 002520702 $19.98

Norah Jones: Come Away With Me
The 2002 debut breakthrough album from the Grammy-winning singer-songwriter reached the top of the Billboard 200 chart and several jazz charts. The album also topped many critics’ “best-of” lists and gathered major music awards in the process, including eight Grammy Awards. Songs include originals such as the chart-topping “Don’t Know Why”, as well as readings of “Cold Cold Heart,” and Hoagy Carmichael’s “The Nearness of You.”
CD# BLU 320862B $17.98

Ramsey Lewis Trio: The Early Years 1956–1959 2-CD Set
Ramsey Lewis experienced some of the greatest crossover chart success among jazz musicians in the 1960s. This 2-disc set chronicles the years leading up to his fame, with 37 tracks recorded between 1956 and 1959, when he was still in his early 20s and was a leader of his highly-regarded trio. The tracks feature Ramsey on piano, Eldee Young on bass, and Redd Holt on drums.
2CD# AOAT 3294 $17.98

The Greatest Ever… Jazz 5-CD Set
Whether you’re a long-time jazz fan or you’ve just dipped your toe into the genre, this five-disc set is a must-have for your collection. 100 of the best ever jazz tracks have been included on this compilation, performed by some of the biggest names in the industry. Songs include Art Tatum’s “Tea for Two,” Miles Davis’s “Cool Blues,” Billie Holiday’s “Summertime,” Louis Armstrong’s “Blue Velvet,” and many more.
5CD# MVDS WW01371 $24.98

Late Night Jazz 2-CD
Sensuous saxophones, muted trumpets, fingers caressing piano keys, brushes on drums… this music was made for late night listening and romance. 40 mood-setting classics are performed by some of the biggest names in jazz: Miles Davis Quintet (“Round Midnight”), Sonny Rollins (“There Is No Greater Love”), Erroll Garner Trio (“Misty”), Dizzy Gillespie (“I’ve Got You Under Skin”), Barney Kessel (“Laura”), and much more.
2CD# PID 956606 $16.98

Ella Fitzgerald: The Best of the Songbooks
Trying to single out a few tracks to include on a “Best of” album from the 16-CD set The Complete Ella Fitzgerald Songbooks seemed an impossible task. But, thankfully, this label was able to come through. This 16-track release features the very best recordings of Ella’s repertoire. Songs include “I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm,” “Midnight Sun,” “Cotton Tail,” and more.
CD# VRV 3145198042 $16.98

Norah Jones: Live at Ronnie Scott’s DVD
Norah Jones delights her fans with this intimate DVD release recorded live at the famed London jazz club Ronnie Scott’s. Featuring the trio of drummer Brian Blade and bassist Christopher Thomas, this stripped-down set includes songs such as “Sleeping Wild,” “Don’t Be Denied,” “After the Fall,” “It’s a Wonderful Time for Love,” and more.
DVD# ERIKE EVB053487 $27.98

Doris Day: Columbia Records 1944–1966 2-CD Set
For the true Doris Day fans among us, and there are many, this set will prove absolutely essential. Her professional career began near the start of this 48-track collection and continued, along with its Columbia Records association, for more than 20 years. Along with the expected inclusion of her massive hit, “Sentimental Journey” and whatever Will Be, Will Be,” are many other favorites.
2CD# SBMG 65505 $17.98

Dinner Party Jazz 3-CD Set
This delicious release will be the perfect backdrop for your next dinner party, and with three discs, you can keep the party going all evening long! Some of these 60 tracks are American Songbook classics, while others may be new to even seasoned jazz fans. Featured tracks include Nat King Cole’s “Stardust,” Anita O’Day’s “Tennessse Waltz,” Dave Brubeck’s “Take Five,” and many more.
3CD# HBIM 2013168 $12.98

SPECIAL OFFER:
Buy 3 or more DVDs for $12.98 each

www.hbdirect.com 1/800/222-6872 1/800/222-6872 www.hbdirect.com
**JAZZ FAVORITES**

**When the Saints Go Marching In: Greatest Dixieland Jazz 3-CD Set**

Jazz is known as a purely American art form, and Dixieland is one of jazz's most exciting subgenres. This 3-disc, 71-track set features digitally remastered recordings from the early 20th century, showcasing masters of Dixieland music like Louis Armstrong, Jack Teagarden, Bix Beiderbecke, King Oliver, Pee Wee Hunt, and more. Songs include "Basin Street Blues," "Muskrat Ramble," "Sweet Georgia Brown," and many more.

3CD# TADS 9354725 $22.98

**Art Blakey & the Jazz Messengers: Live at the Café Bohemia in Chicago**

Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers were a force of nature on the jazz scene for more than thirty years. Their sound was unique—hard boop with a driving blues flavor. "The packaging features a brand-new retrospective essay by Ashley Kahn, as well as liner notes by the legendary jazz saxophonist Gerry Mulligan and jazz historian Phil Schaap."

3CD# LKYS LS700040 $26.98

**Jazz & New York 3-CD Set**

The Big Apple - The City That Never Sleeps - The Capital of the World. No matter how you think of New York, it's a fact that Jazz wouldn't be what it is today without this essential city. This release gathers 60 tracks on three discs, all of which are connected to New York City. Two discs are devoted to instrumental pieces from big bands and combos, and the third disc is dedicated to jazz vocalists. Artists include Duke Ellington, Nat King Cole, Nina Simone, Frank Sinatra and more.

3CD# AOAT 3289 $18.98

**The Essential Kenny G 2-CD Set**

Kenny G's crossover approach to traditional jazz made him an international star, with millions of records sold including hits such as "Songbird" and "My Heart Will Go On." This greatest-hits collection features two hours of highlights from the saxophonist's career, including originals, standards and traditional music for the holidays. Tracks include "So What," "A Wonderful World," "Summertime," "Beautiful," and more.

2CD# SBMG 82876754872 $17.98

**The Very Best Jazz Vocalists 3-CD Set**

Jazz has always placed a premium on instrumental virtuosity but after sampling 3 discs' worth of great vocal jazz musicians, you will see how the human voice stands up as an instrument in its own right. Truly living up to its title, this collection features the best of the best. Tracks include "Mack the Knife" by Louis Armstrong, "Mister Sandman" by Anita O'Day, "Mad About the Boy," by Dinah Washington, and many, many more.

3CD# HBIM 5009420 $19.98

**Sunday Morning Jazz**

Some of the best of 1950s jazz, chosen to be both cool and cheerful, ideal for a lazy Sunday morning. Enjoy Dave Brubeck, Gerry Mulligan, Chet Baker and many more in a fine hour long program of fine melodies and rhythms. The 22 original recordings include "Get Happy," "Anything Goes," "I Get a Kick Out of You," "Rose of Washington" and many more. Songs on this 7-track album include two untitled pieces, as well as "Nature Boy," "Impressions," "One Up, One Down," and more.

2CD# IMPU B002822702 $18.98

**Billie Holiday: The Great American Songbook 2-CD Set**

This set captures Billie Holiday at the peak of her career singing the best songs from the Great American Songbook. Lady Day's interpretations of the songs are excellent and are by many critics regarded to be 'definitive'. There are 19 tracks in total including "Blue Moon," "Easy To Love," "Autumn in New York," "If The Moon Turns Green," "Too Marvelous For Words," "Love For Sale," and "Stormy Weather."

2CD# NOTW 2220 $14.98

**John Coltrane: Coltrane '58 5-CD Set**

Today, John Coltrane is a legend. But 1958 was the year that his sound first grabbed ears and his recordings began to consistently sell. This 5-disc release chronicles that year session by session and features all 37 tracks that Coltrane recorded during those momentous twelve months. Songs include "Lush Life," "Blacks Pearl," "Time After Time," and more.

5CD# CRFT 00102 $74.98

**John Coltrane: Both Directions at Once – The Lost Album**

Sonny Rollins says it best in the liner notes—these recordings by the John Coltrane Quartet, which were unknown until 2004 and unheard until now, are "like finding a new room in the Great Pyramid." Coltrane's classic quartet is featured here—Coltrane himself, McCoy Tyner, Jimmy Garrison, and Elvin Jones. Songs on this 7-track album include two untitled pieces, as well as "Nature Boy," "Impressions," "One Up, One Down," and more.

2CD# IMPU B002822702 $18.98

**Dizzy Gillespie: The Classic Verve Collection 1957–1964 4-CD Set**

This 4-disc collection, containing over five hours of music in total, features eight of the finest LPs Dizzy Gillespie recorded for Verve Records during this pivotal period of his career. Showcasing scores of famous names and some of the best playing jazz records of the era, this set will delight Gillespie fans universally.

4CD# EGHT EN4CD9139 $15.98

**Anita O'Day: The Verve Years 1957–1962 3-CD Set**

This outstanding 3-CD set gives listeners 75 reasons to fall in love again with Anita O'Day. Her unique quality of voice and her bluesy style brought her personal touch From swing, to bop, to "pop" jazz, Anita glides effortlessly from genre to genre. Especially notable on this release are Anita's interpretations of the famous jazz standards, like "Tea for Two," "The Lady is a Tramp," "I Get a Kick Out Of You," and "Sweet Georgia Brown"

3CD# NOTW 3125 $14.98

**Miles Davis: Kind of Blue: 50th Anniversary Edition 2-CD Set**

With the release of 1959's Kind of Blue, Miles Davis scaled the heights of critical acclaim. This, the best-selling jazz album of all time, captured the public's ear and attention immediately upon release and has never lost its grip. Fronting what is arguably his greatest quintet, this album's modal experiments bordered music that transcended time. This masterful 21-track 50th Anniversary edition includes bonus cuts such as a 17 minute live recording of "So What" and more.

2CD# SBMG 8869721052 $17.98

**The Essential Miles Davis 2-CD Set**

Trumpeter and bandleader Miles Davis was a major catalyst for the evolution of modern music. Spanning over 40 years and seven labels, this 2-CD set captures Davis at every stage of his career, from his early recordings with Charlie Parker ("Now's the Time") through his own triumphs such as "Tempus Fugit," "Round About Midnight," and "Bye Bye Blackbird."

2CD# COLB 85475 $19.98

**Dave Brubeck: Time Out - 50th Anniversary Edition 2 CD/DVD Set**

The 50th Anniversary Edition of the Dave Brubeck Quartet's bona fide classic Time Out includes a second audio CD with previously unreleased concert recordings from 1961, 1962 and 1964 with the classic quartet of Brubeck, alto saxophonist Paul Desmond, bassist Eugene Wright, and drummer Joe Morello. The track list is stellar and includes standards such as "Pennies from Heaven," and "You Go to My Head."

2CD/DVD# SBMG 88697398522 $19.98

**John Coltrane: A Love Supreme – Deluxe Edition 2-CD Set**

Easily one of the most important records ever made, John Coltrane’s A Love Supreme was his pinnacle studio outing that at once compiled all of his innovations from his past, spoke of his current deep spirituality, and also gave a glimpse into the next two and a half years. This Deluxe Edition contains a second disc full of outtakes that constitute a separate musical statement all their own.

2CD# VRY B002372602 $24.98

**Chasing Trane: The John Coltrane Documentary DVD**

This world-class feature documentary film from respected filmmaker John Scheinfeld is now presented on DVD with exclusive bonus features. Chasing Trane paints a portrait of the saxophone giant as both a man and an artist. Coltrane’s influence continues to resonate across the globe, and this film is the definitive look into the life of this boundary-shattering musician.

DVD# UMER B002744309 $19.98

**Duke Ellington at Newport, 1956 – Complete**

This complete 1956 concert was the start of Duke Ellington’s comeback following the general demise of big bands post-WWII. It remains his best-selling title and one of the most celebrated jazz albums of all time. The tunes are marvelous, the playing thrilling, and the presentation of this remastered and now complete recording is impeccable. The 40 tracks include "Take the ‘A’ Train," "Ain’t Misbehavin’," "Take the ‘A’ Train," and "Diminuendo and Crescendo in Blue."

CD# SBMG 64932 $14.98
Johnny Hodges: Best of the Verve Years 4-CD Set
Johnny Hodges once described Johnny Hodges' playing as having "a tone so beautiful it sometimes brought tears to the eyes...just a few seconds before he came to prominence as one of The Duke's soloists in the Big-Band era, and went on to lead several of his own groups. This release features eight of Hodges' classic albums on four discs. Albums include Black Side, Black, Side by Side, Not So Dukish, and more. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9163 $17.98

Dave Brubeck Seven Classic Albums 4-CD Set
Dave Brubeck was a commercial oddity in the late 1950s and early 1960s. A talented jazz musician who explored stretching the boundaries of the genre, he also had a series of hit singles on the popular charts. This 4-disc set features seven of Brubeck's albums from his heyday, including Bossa Nova USA, The Dave Brubeck Quartet at Carnegie Hall Volumes 1 & 2, Time Changes, and more. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9161 $17.98

Bobby Timmons: Riverside Albums Collection 4-CD Set
This 4-CD collection brings together the entirety of Bobby Timmons' repertory for Riverside, featuring eight albums originally released between 1957 and 1964, all now faithfully re-mastered and culminating in over 5 hours of superb modern jazz. Serving as both the perfect introduction to this jazz giant's music, and as a welcome reminder of his finest work, this enticing boxed set will delight everyone who takes the time to listen. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9154 $17.98

Miles Davis: Classic Collaborations 1953–1963 4-CD Set
Probably the most important figure in 20th century jazz, Miles Davis' legacy has left a permanent impact on music of all kinds. His work paved the way for a number of major developments in the idiom, from cool jazz and hard bop to jazz fusion. This collection brings together nine albums from the early part of Miles Davis' lengthy career and highlights the great man's impact on the jazz genre. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9144 $17.98

Oscar Peterson: The Classic Verve Albums Collection 4-CD Set
This 4-CD collection brings together eight of Oscar Peterson's finest albums, including for the esteemed Verve label during his heyday in the late 1950s and early 1960s. A defining voice in the world of jazz, Oscar Peterson's trademark use of repeated single notes – a technique no other trumpeter in history has managed to use to such great effect. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9158 $17.98

Count Basie: The Classic Roulette Collection 1958–1959 4-CD Set
This collection showcases some of Count Basie's most lauded works, focusing on his work with Roulette Records in 1958 and 1959. One of the busiest and best-regarded eras of his career, this 4-disc set highlights eight albums including Basie Plays Hello, and Sing Along With Basie. Almost five hours of extraordinary music from the golden age of jazz! 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9159 $17.98

Harry "Sweets" Edison: Classic Albums Collection 4-CD Set
This 4-disc collection brings together Harry Edison's finest and most acclaimed albums from across the early to mid-period of his lengthy career, and in doing so allows jazz fans to sample his best work while marvelling at his trademark use of repeated single notes – a technique no other trumpeter in history has managed to use to such great effect. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9157 $17.98

Erroll Garner: Classic Albums Collection 1956–1961 4-CD Set
This collection brings together eight original albums from the more contemporary period in the career of Erroll Garner, recorded between 1955 and 1961 for the Columbia Records label. An era which, according to fans and critics alike, witnessed much of his most interesting work, this set functions as an ideal starting point for those new to Garner's music, and a welcome reminder of the man's genius for the already well versed. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9152 $17.98

Paul Desmond: Complete Albums Collection 1953–1963 4-CD Set
This collection brings together the entirety of Paul Desmond's output as leader or co-leader between 1953 and 1963, a catalogue totaling more than five hours of music, presented here across four discs. Collating nine complete albums, this set serves as the perfect introduction to this master musician and composer, as well as providing a welcome reminder to those already versed in the great man's work. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9146 $17.98

McCoy Tyner: Impulse Albums Collection 4-CD Set
McCoy Tyner began his music lessons at age 13 and worked hard through his teens to perfect his craft, eventually making his mark as a respected jazz bandleader. This 4-disc set features all of Tyner's recordings on Impulse as a leader, chronicling the time just after his breakaway from John Coltrane's group. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9160 $17.98

Jimmy Smith: Classic Verve Albums Collection 4-CD Set
Jimmy Smith is best remembered as one of the Hammond organ’s finest performers, and as a genre-crossing musician who bridged the gap between jazz and soul. His sound reached a wide audience during the 1960s and 1970s. This 4-disc set features eight of Jimmy’s classic albums in one place, including Hobo Flats, The Cat, Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? and more. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9162 $17.98

Lee Morgan: Eight Classic Albums 4-CD Set
American jazz trumpeter Edward ‘Lee’ Morgan achieved prominence early in his career when he played on John Coltrane’s Blue Train at the age of 17 and then joined Dizzy Gillespie’s big band a year later. This 4-CD set brings together eight of Lee Morgan’s finest albums, serving as both an impressive reminder of this musician’s prowess for jazz fans, and a springboard for those new to Morgan’s unique sound. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9156 $17.98

The John Coltrane: Classic Collaborations 1957–1963 4-CD Set
This collection, spanning almost five hours of music across four discs, brings together the very finest albums John Coltrane recorded in collaboration with other jazz greats. Including eight complete, original records, remastered to this highest possible standard, this set will serve as an introduction to or a welcome reminder of some of this master musician’s greatest collaborative works. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9137 $17.98

This collection brings together eight complete, original albums on four discs and encompasses the entirety of Chet Baker’s output for the Riverside label. Spanning over five hours of extraordinary music, this set documents the second phase of what was both a widely-celebrated and notorious career. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9130 $17.98

Stan Kenton: Classic Album Collections 1948–1962 4-CD Set
This collection, spanning over five hours of music across four discs, provides a taste of the most pioneering music that Stan Kenton was responsible for and a fraction of his enormous body of work. Providing a perfect introduction to the best of this musical genius' output, the collection additionally acts as a welcome reminder to those already familiar with Kenton's esteemed catalogue. 4CD# EGHT EN4CD9143 $17.98


Diana Krall & Tony Bennett: Love Is Here To Stay
Two of the greatest living jazz singers share their mutual love of the Gershwins with this 12-track collaborative release. For their first full album project together, Tony Bennett and Diana Krall shine with their distinctive interpretations of Gershwin favorites such as “Fascinating Rhythm,” “They Can’t Take That Away From Me,” “Do It Again,” “I’ve Got a Crush On You,” and more.
CD# IMPU B003297302 $17.98

Diana Krall: Turn Up the Quiet
On her album Turn Up the Quiet, Diana Krall celebrates the Great American Songbook. The only jazz singer to have eight albums debut at the top of the Billboard charts, Diana Krall’s recordings have earned her five Grammy Awards and eight Juno Awards. There’s no one better to tackle these timeless songs which include “L-O-V-E,” “Night and Day,” “Moonglow,” “‘Til You Worry About My Dreams,” and “Dancing in the Dark.”
CD# VRV B00221702 $17.98

Diana Krall: The Look of Love
The Look of Love continued Diana Krall’s successful emphasis on romantic ballads and bringing them to the Latin jungle. The master of the string arrangements. At the core, of course, is Krall’s voice. She developed into one of the great torch singers in the way that’s both direct and subtly nuanced, true to the song and yet deeply personal. Hear her perform 10 classic songs including “S’Wonderful,” “Cry Me a River,” “Love Letters,” “Maybe You’ll Be There,” “Besame Mucho,” and “I’ll See You In My Dreams,” and more.
CD# IMPU B004585642 $16.98

The Very Best of Diana Krall
This 2007 “Very Best Of” release, Diana Krall’s first career retrospective, simply represents her dazzling run with Verve Records. 15 gems, including her treatments of the classics “Wonders” and “If I Fall in Love,” and “Little Girl Blue” find this vocalist and pianist at her sensual and stylish peak. This is contemporary jazz at its very best.
CD# VRV B000941202 $14.98

Diana Krall: Quiet Nights
Diana Krall’s 12th album, Quiet Nights is an intimate recording of ballads and Bossa Novas from the team that brought you her best-selling Grammy-Award-winning CD The Look of Love. Accompanied by her quartet and orchestra, Diana turns her sensual vocals and consummate piano skills to “The Boy From Ipanema,” “Walk On By,” “How Can You Mend A Broken Heart,” “Every Time We Say Goodbye,” and more.
CD# VRV B001243302 $16.98

Diana Krall: Glad Rag Doll
With an attention-grabbing cover photo at least as sultry and alluring as her voice, Glad Rag Doll is a fairly significant departure from the dignified American Songbook standard albums that made her the most successful jazz singer on the planet. Tapping into a collection of songs from the 1920’s and 1930’s, she and famed producer T-Bone Burnett created a very fine album indeed. Highly recommended.
CD# VRV B001719102 $17.98

Diana Krall: Live at the Montreal Jazz Festival DVD
In 2004 Diana Krall and her quartet gave a career defining performance at the opening night of the Montreal Jazz Festival’s 25th Anniversary concert to over 15,000 fans. This DVD features a stunning 14-camera shoot complete with Dolby digital surround sound and includes 80 minutes of performance footage and exclusive bonus features. Tracks include “Sometimes I Just Freak Out,” “All or Nothing at All,” “Stop This World,” “The Girl In the Other Room,” and more.
#DVD VRV B000378009 $17.98

Diana Krall: Love Scenes
Love Scenes by jazz vocalist and pianist Diana Krall is just that—an assortment of songs about love. Diana is at her best with these ballads, including “How Deep Is the Ocean,” “Feel Me A Grape,” and “I Don’t Stand a Ghost of a Chance With You.” This collection beautifully displays her smooth alto voice and her incredible grasp of phrasing. A great addition to any collection.
CD# IMPU IMPD233 $17.98

Diana Krall: Wallflower
Wallflower finds Diana Krall breaking new ground with her interpretations of some of the greatest pop songs of all time. The album features popular songs from the 1960’s to present day that inspired Krall in her early years. She showcases her conversational style as a vocalist in a bold and beautiful way, transcending any single musical style. The album features well-known hits including “Sorry Seems To Be The Hardest Word,” “Alone Again (Natural),” “超级star,” and “I Can Tell You Why.”
CD# VRV B001209902 $17.98

The Bristol Sessions: Country Music’s Big Bang 4-CD Set
Country Music’s ‘Big Bang,’ the recording sessions held in 1927 in Bristol, TN were truly the beginning of the country music phenomenon. This 4-disc set includes many of those field recordings done by Ralph Peer, including songs like “Standing on the Promises,” “Tennessee Mountain Home,” “Brokenhearted Lover,” and many, many more.
4CD# JSP JSP77156 $29.98

Diana Krall: Live in Paris
Recorded at the historic Olympia Theatre in Paris in November 2001, Live in Paris is Diana Krall’s first live album. Krall’s snappy post-bop piano-playing and cool vocal style is backed by a quicksilver combo. Her jazz heritage comes through loud and clear on this program of 12 standards, ballads and bossa novas. Tracks include “I Love Being Here With You,” “May I Call You,” “Fly Me to the Moon,” “Let’s Fall in Love,” “I’ve Got You Under My Skin,” and “Just The Way You Are.”
CD# VRV 4400651092 $17.98

Burl Ives: Songs of the West 2-CD Set
Throughout his long and fruitful career, Burl Ives was a star on the folk scene, on Broadway, in Hollywood, and on radio, television, and the concert stage. He released numerous single records and album collections. This release features three full length albums from the mid-century: Songs Of The West, Songs Of Joy/Sunshine in my Soul, and Down To The Sea In Ships. 25 additional singles are also included.
2CD# JIAE 8372021 $22.98

Chime Bells: The Best of Country Yodel
Yodeling was a very present facet in early Country music. This 27-track album includes a diverse collection of early country songs which feature the unique Alpine vocal technique. Of course, there are songs from Jimmie Rodgers (who was one of the first songs to yodel), including “Treasure Untold,” as well as songs from Bonnie Lou, Patsy Montana, Elton Britt, and more.
CD# JIAE CD3566 $16.98

Hills of Home: 25 Years of Folk Music on Rounder Records 2-CD Set
Celebrating the 25th anniversary of Rounder Records, this double CD is a terrific investment for anyone interested in the label’s myriad folk offerings. The 40 tracks include artists such as Woody Guthrie, Tish Hinojosa, Alton Kelley, The Tony Rice Unit, Norman Blake, Etta Baker, Mississippi John Hurt, Hazel Dickens, Lead Belly, Riders in the Sky, Bill Morrissey, the Louvin Brothers, and many, many more!
2CD# RDR 1166185162 $16.98

The Very Best of Ragtime 2-CD Set
The combination of a strong marching rhythm with a syncopated, off-the-beat melody makes what happens ragtime unique. This landmark collection has 50 joyful reasons why including Scott Joplin (“The Entertainer”), Knuckle O’Toole (“The Old Piano Roll Blues”), Del Wood (“There Is A Tavern In The Town”), Jo Ann Castle (“Tiger Rag”), and many more!
2CD# HBIM 5099413 $17.98

A Child’s Celebration of Folk Music
Folk music is eminently singable, with simple melodies and repetitive choruses, making it perfect for a children’s album. This 13-track release features some of the catchiest folk songs sung by the legends who made them famous like Woody Guthrie and Pete Seeger. Some featured tracks include “She’ll Be Comin’ Round The Mountain,” “Would You Like To Swing On A Star,” “Skip To My Lou,” and many more singable favorites.
CD# MFLP 42585 $16.98

Bottleneck Guitar 1926–2015 4-CD Set
This expertly remastered 4-CD box set presents both well-known and rare recordings of guitar blues tunes from some of the most legendary bottleneck performers. Tracks include “You Can’t Keep No Brown,” by Bo Weavil Jackson, “Bottleneck Blues,” by Weaver & Beasley, “Mississippi County Farm Blues,” by Son House, “Steel On My Hand” by Louisiana Red, and many more.
4CD# JSP 77211 $24.98
**ROOTS MUSIC FAVORITES**

**Sons of the Pioneers: Country Legends 1953–1961 2-CD Set**

Although the Sons of the Pioneers are best remembered for their soul and pop songs recorded for Stax Records in Memphis in the late 60’s and early 70’s, the group started as a strictly religious act. This 26-track release showcases recordings from the family’s early career as a gospel group. Tracks include “Uncloudy Day,” “I Could Hear My Mother,” “I Know I Got Religion,” “Will the Circle Be Unbroken,” “Sit Down Servant,” and more.

2CD JAEI 8311921 $18.98

**100 Incarnations of the Rose: American Primitive Guitar & Banjo**

This 17-track album celebrates the groundbreaking, innovative approach to traditional music that was presented by a collection of trailblazing artists. Tracks include John Fahey’s “Night Train to Valhalla,” Peter Walker’s “April in Cambridge,” Harry Taussig’s “Children’s Dance,” Robbie Basho’s “The Thousand Incarnations of the Rose,” and more.

CD# CRFT CR00013 $16.98

**Bill Monroe & His Bluegrass Boys: Gotta Travel On 2-CD Set**

Bill Monroe reigned as the King of Bluegrass—the name he chose to claim his path, and it is largely due to him and his Bluegrass Boys that bluegrass music found its way into the wider public. On this 2-CD release, we present 56 tracks including every A side and his best B sides from the 1950s. Songs include “New Mule Skinner Blues,” “Uncle Pen,” and more. Monroe favorites.

2CD HBIH 5047408 $20.98

**Bill Monroe: Father of Bluegrass Music DVD**

DVD# MVDE MVDV4577 $19.98

**Freight Train 2-CD Set**

Long before the automobile was even invented, the trans-continental railroad cut its way across the great plains. Since that pivotal time in American history, people have been singing songs of the railroad. Folk songs on this excellent 2-disc set include “Lonesome Train on a Lonesome Track,” “Railroad Bill,” “Long Black Train,” “Chattanooga Choo Choo,” “Hobo Bill’s Last Ride,” and more.

2CD HBIM 4349661 $14.98

**Sons of the Pioneers: Country Legends**

America’s classic singing cowboys, The Sons of the Pioneers have delighted generations with their beautiful harmonies and touching songs. Formed in 1933 by Bob Nolan, Tim Spencer, and Leonard Sly (later joined by Roy Rogers), they went on to record dozens of huge hits. This wonderful collection includes 16 of their best-known songs: “Cool Water,” “Tumbling Tumbleweeds,” “Riders in the Sky,” and more.

CD# SNVI 75023 $12.98

**Jazz Funeral**

Travel to New Orleans for a funeral that will make you feel like dancing! This unique collection includes old-time gospel songs like “Down by the Riverside,” “Just a Closer Walk with Thee,” “When the Saints Go Marching In,” and 11 more powerful favorites by the famous Magnificent Seventh’s Brass Band featuring some of New Orleans’ top musicians.

CD# MGRS 1012 $14.98

**Very Best of Bluegrass 3-CD Set**

On this 3-CD set you’ll hear the greats of Bluegrass—Bill Monroe, Flatt and Scruggs, Reno and Smiley, the Stanley Brothers, Carter Family, Mac Wiseman, the Blue Sky Boys, Willma Lee and Stoney Cooper, Jimmie Rodgers, Roy Acuff, Molly O’Day and others—singing their high, lonesome tunes. Highly recommended!

3CD# NOTW 3050 $16.98

**This Land Is Your Land: Various Artists**

Throughout America’s history, these 16 songs have unified and strengthened us in times of personal loss or struggle. Drawn from Vanguard Record’s folk catalog, they will lift your spirits and inspire you to sing along. Lyrics are included. Includes Cisco Houston “This Land Is Your Land,” Judy Collins “Turn, Turn, Turn,” Bob Dylan “With God On Our Side,” and much more.

CD# VGDC 797102 $18.98

**Best of the Irish Rovers**

The Irish Rovers have charmed and entertained audiences around the world with their exciting stage shows. This remastered collection of 16 of their original hits including “The Unicorn,” “Whiskey on a Sunday (the Puppet Song),” “The Biplane, Ever More,” “The Marvelous Toy,” and more is a must for anyone who enjoys Irish music.

CD# GFN MCAD11958 $16.98

**Mormon Tabernacle Choir: Songs of the Civil War**

Here are 22 songs and melodies from the Civil War era performed by one of the world’s most popular and beloved choirs. Selections include “The Battle Cry of Freedom,” “Lorena,” “The Battle Hymn of the Republic,” “Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child,” “When Johnny Comes Marching Home,” ”Oh! Susanna,” “Old Folks at Home,” “Jeannie with the Light Brown Hair,” “Camptown Races” and more.

CD# SNYC 48297 $14.98

**R&B Queens of New Orleans**

This unique collection features music from Irma Thomas, Katie Webster, Barbara George, and Barbara Lynn, who all vied for the title of ‘R&B Queen of New Orleans’ during their heydays. While many would argue that Irma came out on top, this 32-track album features hit songs from all four of these influential Crescent City vocalists. Songs include “Don’t Mess With My Man,” “Girl Needs Boy,” “Hoo Wee, Sweet Daddy,” “I Feel So Low,” and more.

CD# JAEI 8312720 $17.98

**The Carter Family: Wildflower 2-CD Set**

The Carter Family were pioneers of country music but their influence was far reaching and impacted future performers of other genres such as folk, pop, rock and even Southern gospel. This 2-CD set celebrates their early material (1927–41) and includes “Keep on the Sunny Side,” “Wabash Cannonball,” “Are You Lonesome Tonight?” “Worried Man Blues,” “Wildwood Flower,” plus many more classic tracks.

2CD# NOTW 2280 $14.98

**The Essential Bob Dylan 2-CD Set**

This 32-track collection is perfect for fans of Bob Dylan as well as classic music listeners. The Essential Bob Dylan lives up to its title with classic songs such as “Blowin’ in the Wind,” “Like a Rolling Stone,” “All Along the Watchtower,” “Quinn the Eskimo,” “Lay Lady Lay,” and so many more! This 2CD# SBMG 8843029532 $19.98


Hazel Dickens and Alice Gerrard are beloved bluegrass trailblazers. Regarded as bluegrass pioneers, they challenged the norm at a time when the genre was heavily dominated by men. This 19-track album presents newly unearthed recordings made from 1965 to 1969. This is an intimate view into the creative process of these two important artists.

CD# AEC FRD7872 $22.98

**Alison Krauss: A Hundred Miles or More – A Collection**

This career-spanning 16-track set gathers nearly all of Alison Krauss’s soundtrack appearances, tribute songs, and a handful of other rarities. Highlights include “Down to the River to Pray” her haunting cappella addition to the O Brother, Where Art Thou? soundtrack, and her version of Elvis Costello’s “The Scarlet Tide” from the soundtrack to the Civil War romance Cold Mountain.

CD# RDR 1166105552 $18.98

**Mr. Acker Bilk Requests 2-CD Set**

During the late 1950s, traditional jazz swept through the United Kingdom. One of the leading voices in that movement was Acker Bilk. Known as a great master of the clarinet, Bilk deserves a place in jazz history alongside Benny Goodman and Artie Shaw, and this 2-disc set proves it. Songs include “Traveling Blues,” “Marching Through Georgia,” “Tiger Rag,” “Perdido Street Blues,” and more.

2CD JAEI CD73 $22.98

**Jesus Rocked the Jukebox 2-CD Set**

Jesus Rocked the Jukebox is a soulful collection of small-group black gospel music, recorded between 1951 and 1965. A spirited celebration, this 2-disc set contains some of the most foundational and influential songs in American gospel history—arguably the most important genre in the development of Soul, R&B, and Rock and Roll.

2CD CRFT CR00003 $22.98

**Come to the Mountain: Old Time Music**

This lovely collection presents an intriguing look at the contemporary old-time music scene. The 22 tracks include James Bryan’s “Chicken in the Snow Bank,” Dirk Powell’s “Hop High my Lulu Girl,” Lynn Morris’ “Help Me Climb That Mountain,” and other familiar pieces by Tony Trischka, Alison Krauss, Fiddle Fever, Jay Ungar, John Sebastian, and more.

CD# RDR 1166105472 $17.98

**Simon & Garfunkel Essential 2-CD Set**

When childhood friends Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel blended their voices, their melodies were lovely, their lyrics intelligent—and 50 years later, it’s still great music. This 40-track collection includes all of their Top 100 singles and well beloved album cuts including “Mrs. Robinson,” “Homeward Bound,” “Cecilia,” “The Sound of Silence,” “I Am a Rock,” “The Boxer,” “America,” “My Little Town,” and much more.

2CD# SBMG C2K90716 $19.98

**The History of American Folk 3-CD Set**

These 75 recordings are songs of hope and struggle sung by the pioneers of US folk. Artists include Odetta, Woody Guthrie, Pete Seeger, Josh White, The Kingston Trio, Leadbelly and many more of your all-time favorites. All tracks have been digitally remastered for optimum listening.

3CD# NOTW 3043 $16.98
Joan Baez: Greatest Hits
Joan Baez laid the groundwork for female singer-songwriters during the mid-20th century. Her professional debut was in 1959 at the Newport Folk Festival, and she began her career with Vanguard the next year. The material included on this compilation includes 20 of her biggest hits like “Please Come to Boston,” “The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down,” “Simple Twist of Fate,” “Forever Young,” and more.
CD# SMIT 740050 $14.98

Kingston Trio: Collection 1958–1962 2-CD Set
The Kingston Trio were one of the most popular and successful groups to emerge from the folk music boom during the 1950s, as they brought a polished approach to updated versions of traditional songs. This 55-track 2-CD set comprises all their A and B sides from the first formative years of their recording career, along with a track from each of the fourteen albums they released during this period. Songs include “Scotch & Soda,” “A Worried Man,” “Tom Dooley,” and many more.
2CD# AOAT ADDCD3237 $17.98

Ian & Sylvia: Best of the Vanguard Years
Ian Tyson and Sylvia Fricker’s earthy voices and wraparound harmonies helped them become one of the most commercially successful acts of the Folk Era. This is the most complete Ian & Sylvia retrospective ever. Tracks include “Early Morning Rain,” “This Wheel’s on Fire,” and more.
CD# VGDC 795162B $16.98

The Dave Van Ronk Collection 1958–1962 2-CD Set
During the late 50s and 60s, Dave Van Ronk was a key figure in the coffee-house culture of New York’s Greenwich Village. His performances and recordings were instrumental in the folk music resurgence of the mid-20th century. This 2-disc set contains 47 tracks from Van Ronk, including “In The Pines,” “Twelve Gates To The City,” “Standing By My Window,” and many more.
2CD# AOAT 3253 $17.98

Peggy Seeger: The Folkway Years 1955–1992
These titles have reached millions over the decades, as Peggy Seeger was a driving force in the folk song movement both in the United States and in England. Peggy’s love for tradition as well as her vocal abilities are evident in these songs, which include “Lady, What Do You Do All Day,” “Jane Jane,” “The Wedding Dress Song,” “Freight Train Blues,” and more.
CD# SMIT 740048 $17.98

Explore the timeless heritage of American music available from Smithsonian Folkways Recordings

If I Had a Hammer: The Great American Folk Album 3-CD Set
It was a time when music could change the world. Relive that special time with this compelling 3-CD collection of 75 of the biggest folk music hits of the 1950s and 1960s! Included are original hits from Peter, Paul & Mary, Joan Baez, The Kingston Trio, Pete Seeger, Judy Collins, Odetta, The Weavers, Woody Guthrie, Harry Belafonte, Chad Mitchell Trio, Lead Belly, The Limeliters, Burl Ives and many more.
3CD# DYN 3593 $24.98

50 Years with Peter, Paul & Mary DVD
Peter, Paul and Mary became virtually an overnight success during the 1960s. Not only did they “talk the talk” by singing their anti-war songs and civil rights songs, but they also “walked the walk”. This DVD documentary chronicles their five decade career, and include rare and unseen footage including a BBC appearance from the early 1960s.
DVD# MVDA 760137962298 $19.98

The Great American Folk Album 3-CD Set
If I Had a Hammer: The Great American Folk Album 3-CD Set

Classic English & Scottish Ballads
Classic Old-Time Fiddle
Classic Maritime Music
Classic Piedmont Blues
Classic American Ballads
Classic Banjo
Classic Railroad Songs
Classic Songsters
Classic Piano Blues
Classic Celtic Music
Classic African-American Songsters

SMITHSONIAN FOLKWAYS CLASSICS
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3CD# DYN 3593 $24.98

The Great American Folk Album 3-CD Set

Classic English & Scottish Ballads
CD# SMIT 740218 $14.98
Classic Old-Time Fiddle
CD# SMIT 740193 $14.98
Classic Maritime Music
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CD# SMIT 740204 $14.98
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD BOX SETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Carol Burnett Show: Lost Episodes 6-DVD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;You can now own the best episodes from the groundbreaking 3-year run of Carol's beloved variety show on DVD. Carol's crack team is here, including Harvey, Lyle, Vicki and Tim, and an incredible array of guest stars including Lucille Ball, Bing Crosby, Ella Fitzgerald, Phyllis Diller, Don Rickles, Jonathan Winters, Joan Rivers and many more! Bonus features include interviews with Julie Andrews, Tony Bennett, Jim Nabors, Jimmy Fallon, Bob Newhart, and many more!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Johnny Carson: The Vault Collection 6-DVD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;This never-before-released series contains 15% of the ground-breaking series from The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson on 6 DVDs. You'll get the full broadcast shows, including commercials and two hours of bonus clips. Guests include Dean Martin, Jack Benny, Dinah Shore, Ronald Reagan, Bob Hope, Dom Deluise, Paul McCartney, Gallagher, and many more. Let Johnny, Ed, and Doc take you back in time with comedy, conversation and timeless entertainment!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Dick Cavett Show: That's The Way It Is 2-DVD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;The legendary Dick Cavett hosted his iconic talk show in a variety of formats and on a number of television and radio formats. These releases were taken from episodes that aired between 1968 through 1996 and feature some of the best-known news reporters of the era including Walter Cronkite, Dan Rather, Tom Brokaw, Barbara Walters, Mike Wallace and Diane Sawyer. Cavett also garnered seven Emmy nominations and two wins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Dick Cavett Show: Baseball's Greatest Hits 3-DVD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes interviews with Satchel Paige, Dizzy Dean, Vida Blue, Whitey Ford, and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Mary Tyler Moore Show: Complete Series 23-DVD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;One of the very best sitcoms to emerge from the 1970s, The Mary Tyler Moore Show starred the titular actress along with Ed Asner, Gavin MacLeod, Ted Knight, and Valerie Harper as they worked diligently to bring you the news of Minneapolis from the WJM-TV newsmen. One of the best-loved comedies of all time, an incredible 168 episodes are available in this collection!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When Comedy Was King DVD</strong>&lt;br&gt;The kings of silent comedy triumphantly return in this compilation reprinting some of their greatest moments brought together by famed documentarian Robert Youngson. See comic geniuses Laurel and Hardy, Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton, Charlie Chase, Fatty Arbuckle, Harry Langdon, the Keystone Kops, The Sennett Hardys, the Keystone Cops, and much more. Also available in high definition on DVD!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Beatles: 50th Anniversary Celebration 9-DVD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;This special commemorative box set celebrates 50 years of The Beatles with 5 DVD documentaries (9 discs in all) taking you on a musical tour through the lives of John, Paul, George, and Ringo. DVDs include Beatles Liverpool, Beatles London, John Lennon's New York, Merseyside and Beatles Hamburg &amp; The Hamburg Sound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frank Sinatra: The Timex Shows, Vol. 1</strong>&lt;br&gt;The Frank Sinatra Timex Shows were broadcast by ABC in the late fifties, capturing Sinatra at the top of his game, alongside a who’s who of featured guests. These reissued De Luxe releases feature all four of the classic Timex Shows in their entirety. Volume 1 contains the first two broadcasts which first aired on ABC in 1959. Volume 2 was recorded in early 1960 and includes &quot;Welcome Home Elvis&quot;, marking Presley's first TV appearance after returning from military service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frank Sinatra: The Timex Shows, Vol. 2</strong>&lt;br&gt;This film, featuring heavy-hitting rock and roll stars like Chuck Berry, Ritchie Valens, Eddie Cochran, Jackie Clanton, Jackie Wilson and more, has been restored from its original 45s and is now available for you to own. Travel back in time to the 1950s, when rock and roll was changing America at 45 revolutions per minute. Also included in the special features is commentary by Richard Roberts and Brent Walker, as well as the original theatrical trailer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Go Johnny Go DVD</strong>&lt;br&gt;This film, featuring heavy-hitting rock and roll stars like Chuck Berry, Ritchie Valens, Eddie Cochran, Jackie Clanton, Jackie Wilson and more, has been restored from its original 45s and is now available for you to own. Travel back in time to the 1950s, when rock and roll was changing America at 45 revolutions per minute. Also included in the special features is commentary by Richard Roberts and Brent Walker, as well as the original theatrical trailer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JazzFest: New Orleans Jazz &amp; Heritage Festival 5-CD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;The New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival has been around for half a century, and few music festivals rival its richness, its history, and its fun. The 50 tracks on this box set were recorded live at the festival, and perfectly capture the joy and spontaneity of the performances. The box also includes liner notes by Keith Spera, Karen Celestan, and other notable artists, as well as photos spanning the entire history of the festival.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Louvin Brothers: Complete Recorded Works 1952–1962 6-CD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;The Louvin Brothers were named by The New York Times the most influential harmony team in the history of country music. They began their career as gospel singers during the 1940s, but went on to succeed in secular music, paving the way for countless acts that followed. This 6-disc set features every recording the brothers released as a duo, including &quot;The Get Acquainted Waltz&quot;, &quot;The Gospel Way&quot;, &quot;My Heart Was Trampled On The Street,&quot; and more!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B.B. King: Complete Recordings 1949–1962 6-CD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;B.B. King, known as the &quot;King of the Blues,&quot; was among the finest guitarists and vocalists to ever grace the genre. Across the six CDs comprising this boxed set lie the foundations of one of the most enduring legacies in all of the blues – a catalogue which most blues fans regard as home to some of the finest music ever released.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B.B. King: The Life of Riley DVD</strong>&lt;br&gt;DVD# MVDV MVD6345D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nat King Cole Complete Hits 1942–1962 5-CD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;Nat King Cole's success reflected his ability to transcend the boundaries between jazz and easy listening pop, with a unique talent both as a singer and top-flying jazz pianist. This collection brings together in a 115-track 5-CD set, all of his US Billboard chart entries and his UK hits, up until 1962, and includes classic No. 1s like &quot;Nature Boy&quot;, &quot;Mona Lisa&quot; and &quot;Too Young&quot;, as well as many other iconic recordings, notably the perennial favorite &quot;When I Fall In Love&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>America's Number Ones of the 50s 5-CD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;The 1950s were an eventful decade in the history of 20th century music, with the rise of rock and roll, the decline of big band jazz, and the beginnings of the folk revival. All of the biggest names of this decade are featured in this 124-track set, with tracks including &quot;Hound Dog&quot;, &quot;Rock Around the Clock&quot;, &quot;Jailhouse Rock&quot;, &quot;Smoke Gets In Your Eyes&quot;, &quot;At The Hop&quot;, and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**James Charles &quot;Jimmie&quot; Rodgers was an American country singer in the early 20th century, known most widely for his rhythmic yodeling. He was also known as &quot;The Singing Brakeman,&quot; &quot;The Blue Yodeler,&quot; and &quot;The Father of Country Music.&quot; This mammoth five-CD collection from JSP Records boasts 109 remastered tracks from the legendary country singer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Odetta: Albums Collection 1954–1962 5-CD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;Odetta (Holmes) was also a guitarist, songwriter, actress, and civil and human rights activist. Her unique style blended American folk music with blues, spirituals, and jazz. This comprehensive 122-track 5-CD set encompasses her recording career during its most productive phase–the years between 1954 and 1962. All nine of the albums she recorded in that time span are included here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sacred Harp &amp; Shape Note Singing 4-CD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;The Sacred Harp singing style is performed a cappella, and the name comes from a 1844 song book of the same title. The hauntingly attractive harmonies of both Sacred Harp singing and Shape Note singing seem to transport the listener into a seemingly lost rural past. On four discs, this 81-track album provides the most thorough overview of this unique vocal genre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>American Epic 5-CD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;Recently featured on PBS, American Epic is an outstanding film series that explores the very beginnings of the recording industry during the 1920s. This 5-CD set includes 100 original recordings from the 1920s and 1930s, restored to incredible quality. Artists include the Memphis Jug Band, Clarence Ashley, Jimmie Rodgers, Blind Gary Davis and many more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>American Epic 2-DVD Set</strong>&lt;br&gt;Recently featured on PBS, American Epic is an outstanding film series that explores the very beginnings of the recording industry during the 1920s. This 5-CD set includes 100 original recordings from the 1920s and 1930s, restored to incredible quality. Artists include the Memphis Jug Band, Clarence Ashley, Jimmie Rodgers, Blind Gary Davis and many more.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anita O'Day: The First Lady of Swing
CD# JAIE 367  $18.98

Ray Conniff: Collection 1936–1962 4-CD Set
Ray Conniff became one of the most well-known easy listening musicians during the 1960s and onward, but his career actually began in the late 1930s as a trumpeter with Bunny Berigan's Orchestra. He worked with some of the biggest names in jazz during the first two decades of his career. This 4-CD set features recordings that he made during the first 25 years of his recording career and is an entertaining overview of the beginning of a successful career.
4CD# AOAT ACQCD7096 $24.98

Mitch Miller: Sing Along With Mitch 3-CD Set
Mitch Miller had an interesting career. Not only was he the head of A&R for Columbia Records, he was also one of the label's most popular recording artists. Through the 1950s and 1960s, Mitch Miller produced hit after hit, and even hosted his own prime time television music show. This 3-disc set features 67 of Miller's most famous recordings including “You Are My Sunshine,” “Red River Valley,” “Smiles,” and many more.
3CD# TADS 9358628 $22.98

Those Fabulous Dorseyes 3-CD Set
Both as a duo and individually, Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey were some of the biggest recording artists of the 1930s and 1940s. As a matter of fact, Tommy had an impressive 286 Billboard Chart entries, 17 of which went all the way to number one! This massive 74-track set collects all of the songs that played a part in their legacy, including “All Of Me,” “High On A Windy Hill,” “Maestro, Maestro, Please,” “This Love of Mine,” and more.
3CD# TADS 9351229 $24.98

The Essential Frankie Sinatra 2-CD Set
Essential listening from the one, the only! Following his breakthrough hits with Tommy Dorsey, Sinatra broke out on his own in 1943. Here are the choice cuts from the decade of Columbia hits that followed, including “All Or Nothing at All” “If You Are But A Dream,” “Night and Day,” “Nancy (with the Laughing Face),” “Blue Skies,” “Stormy Weather,” “Where or When,” “All of Me,” and “Body and Soul.” You go to My Head,” “September Song,” and more.
2CD# COLB 88697786732 $19.98

The Coasters’ “Charlie Brown,” David Seville’s “Witch Doctor,” and, of course, Brian Hyland’s “Itsy Bitsy Teenie Weenie Yellow Polka Dot Bikini.” These songs, all original hits by the original artists, will bring back fun memories!
3CD# HBIM 5017231 $16.98

The Essential Frank Sinatra 2-CD Set

The Carpenters: Gold 2-CD Set
This 2-CD set has it all from the sibling duo that took the musical world by storm in the early 1970s! During their 14-year career, Karen and Richard Carpenter recorded 11 albums, 31 singles, and hosted a television series. This album includes 40 classic songs, including all of their big hits and memorable album tracks. Songs include “There’s a Kind of Hush (All Over the World),” “Top of the World,” “(They Long To Be) Close To You,” “Rainy Days and Mondays,” and many more!
2CD# UTV 8000177702 $24.98

The Four Freshmen: Collection 1951–1962 2-CD Set
In the early 1950s there were scores of barbershop-like quartets infiltrating the mainstream pop market. But only one group stood apart as innovative performers who pushed the limits of the genre and played a variety of instruments.
They were The Four Freshmen. This 2-disc set features the A and B sides of their singles for Capitol during the years 1951–62, when the group was at the height of their popularity.
2CD# AOAT 3287 $17.98

Jo Stafford: The Ultimate Collection 2-CD Set
Very few singers of the 20th Century achieved the popularity and respect of Jo Stafford. A highly-diversified musician whose repertoire included American standards, folk music, sacred works, jazz, seasonal songs, and comedy. This 2-CD, 53-song set is one of Stafford’s most comprehensive collections focusing on her output from the 1940s and early 1950s. Includes hits such as “Candy” “Diamonds are a Girl’s Best Friend,” “I’ll Be Seeing You,” “Love’s Old Sweet Song,” and much more!
2CD# EMD EMIU3960722CD $15.98

The Very Best of Glenn Miller 2-CD Set
Enjoy the sounds of Glenn Miller, the legendary band leader brought to life over 48 tracks on two digitally remastered CDs. His big band was one of the most popular during the swing era, and Miller was the best-selling recording artist during the early 1940s.
These discs feature all of his biggest hits, like “Little Brown Jug,” “ Chattanooga Choo Choo,” and of course his most popular tune, “In the Mood.”
2CD# ONDY 2113 $15.98

Julie Andrews: Four Classic Albums 2-CD Set
After her Broadway debut in My Fair Lady in 1956, Julie Andrews received several opportunities to record during the rest of the 1950s. The albums that resulted include the 1959 original cast of My Fair Lady, Andrews’ solo LP from 1958, Julie Andrews Sings, The Last Waltz With the Dalea Alec, and Tell It Again: Songs of Sense and Nonsense.
2CD# AVEE 1007 $17.98

The Lawrence Welk Collection
Book# HBD 18605M $14.98

The Greatest Novelty Songs 3-CD Set
Cute, catchy, and often comical, the novelty song originated in the Victorian era inside of music halls where acts would perform a mixture of popular music, comedy, and variety entertainment. The novelty song that made you smile, this 3-CD, 75-track collection features favorite tunes such as “Moulin Rouge,” “Summertime,” “The Sound of Music,” and many more!
3CD# MVDE 3803 $22.98

Harry James: Mona Lisa – Rarities from the Columbia Years
Best known as a trumpet playing band leader, Harry James was revered in the jazz community for his tone and technical proficiency. The present release features 28 rare singles that were released during Harry and his orchestra’s Columbia years, along with some other prime time television music show. This 2-disc set features 67 of Miller’s most famous recordings including “You Are My Sunshine,” “Red River Valley,” “Smiles,” and many more!
3CD# HBIM 5017231 $16.98

The Essential Frank Sinatra 2-CD Set

The Essential Frank Sinatra 2-CD Set
Buddy Holly: True Love Ways

True Love Ways celebrates the 60th anniversary of Buddy Holly’s final recording session, and the realization of a dream he had explored just prior to his tragic plane crash at the age of 22. This album features Holly’s original vocals and guitar set to orchestral arrangements performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, including four songs first recorded during his last session. Twelve of Buddy’s classic songs have been included here, featuring “True Love Ways,” “Raining in My Heart,” “Mood dreams,” and more.

CD# GFN 002979202 $18.98

The Real Buddy Holly Story DVD

DVD# WHST D1790 $15.98

The Songs of Carole King 3-CD Set

This astounding digitally remastered 3-CD, 74-track set is entirely devoted to music written by the 17-to-20-year-old Carole King. Known as the ‘Queen of the Brill Building,’ King wrote hit songs for Bobby Vee, The Shirelles, The Drifters, The Everly Brothers, Connie Stevens, and many more. They’re all here including #1 hits like “Lito-Motion” by Little Eva, “Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow” by The Shirelles, “Go Away Little Girl” by Steve Lawrence, and “Take Good Care of My Baby” by Bobby Vee.

3CD# NOTW 3092 $19.98

He’s a Rebel: Girl Groups of the ’60s 3-CD Set

This excellent 3-disc collection is filled with glorious Girl Group sounds of the sixties. All original hits by the original artists, enjoy sixty remastered favorites from artists such as The Exciters, The Crystals, The Shirelles, The Ronettes, The Supremes, Martha & The Vandellas, The Chiffons, and many others. If you loved the girl group sound you’ll absolutely love this collection.

3CD# ONDY 3030 $19.98

Elvis Presley

Best of the ’68 Comeback Special

This 19-track release is a companion album to NBC’s star-studded special “Elvis All-Star Tribute” which celebrates the King of Rock and Roll’s unforgettable 1968 television comeback special. This album features the best performances from that tribute, as well as a new version of the closing number “If I Can Dream,” which features Elvis’s original vocals alongside popular artists like Carrie Underwood, Shawn Mendes, Blake Shelton, and more.

CD# COLB 19075905502 $16.98

The Essential Elvis Presley 2-CD Set

This career-spanning retrospective includes 17 number one hits from Elvis Presley! A must have for die-hard and casual fans alike, this collection contains the top hits, fan favorites and milestone recordings from the King of Rock & Roll. Songs include “That’s All Right,” “Heartbreak Hotel,” “Blue Suede Shoes,” “Can’t Help Falling in Love,” “Fever,” “Return to Sender,” “Pink Salad Annie,” and many more. 20 tracks in all!

2CD# COLB 8287690482 $17.98

American Graffiti 3-CD Set

Do you want all the classic rock and roll hits of yesteryear in one complete package? This 3-CD compilation brings you the songs that inspired the classic George Lucas film American Graffiti. Among these 75 remastered tracks, you’ll find the original versions of “Rock Around the Clock,” “Will You Love Me Tomorrow,” “Peppermint Twist,” “Ain’t That a Shame,” and so many, many more.

3CD# NOTW 3080 $19.98

Fats Domino: Complete Hits 1950–1962 3-CD Set

This astounding 79-track collection is comprised exclusively of Fats Domino’s charting singles alone. His long career and fundamental influence on rock ‘n’ roll is fully evident here, from “The Fat Man” and “Ain’t That a Shame,” to “Blueberry Hill,” “Blue Monday,” “I’m Walkin’,” and “The Big Beat.”

100 Rock & Roll Hits 4-CD Set

Are you ready for a rock & roll party? This 4-CD collection is jam-packed with all your favorite hits from the rock & roll era. All the greats are included from Bill Haley and Eddie Cochran to Fats Domino and Brenda Lee. This is a thorough collection of timeless rock hits including “Rockin’ Robin” by Bobby Day, “Let’s Have a Party” by Wanda Jackson, “Jailhouse Rock” by Elvis Presley, “Great Balls of Fire” by Jerry Lee Lewis, and many, many more.

4CD# HBD 800071 $19.98

The Rolling Stones: Honk! 3-CD Set

This 3-disc set is the brand-new best of” compilation from The Rolling Stones and features the biggest hits from every Rolling Stones album from 1971 to 2016. The 3-disc set includes 46 essential tracks including some live recordings from the group’s recent tour featuring guest artists like Dave Grohl, Brad Paisley, and more. Songs include “Start Me Up,” “Miss You,” “ Emotional Rescue,” “Wild Horses,” and many, many more.

3CD# ISCC 0029890902 $32.98

Queen: The Platinum Collection 3-CD Set

As soon as the first track, “Bohemian Rhapsody,” begins to play, it is obvious why Queen has been forever enshrined in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Not only was the band capable of writing memorable songs, all of the members were outstanding musicians. The first 2 discs of this 3-CD collection contain all of the biggest singles from the group. The third contains some odds and ends, and some lesser known but no less worthy tunes.

3CD# HOL 2061282602 $22.98

The Very Best of Cat Stevens

A popular singer/songwriter during the 1970s, British folk star Cat Stevens won fans around the world for his sweet, sentimental, sometimes mystical songs, backed by acoustic guitar. This 20-track retrospective featuring songs like “Peace Train,” “Morning Has Broken,” “Another Saturday Night,” “Oh Very Young,” and “Wild World,” plus fan favorites “Matthew and Son,” “The First Cut is the Deepest,” and “The Wind.”

CD# UTF 3145413872 $16.98

Pink Floyd: The Dark Side of the Moon

Pink Floyd’s landmark album The Dark Side of the Moon is considered by many to be the pinnacle of the band’s career, as well as one of the most important albums to be released in the 1970s. The lyrics by Roger Waters are about relatable, everyday occurrences, but when set against the backdrop of these lush, psychedelic instrumental sections, the songs spring to life. The ten tracks on this album changed the face of 70s rock.

CD# SBMG 88875170912 $16.98

Tom Petty: The Best of Everything 2-CD Set

This 38-track, 2-disc set is the first Tom Petty compilation to span his entire career. The album features Petty’s personal favorites, important milestones in his career, as well as two unreleased tracks appearing here for the first time on CD.

Songs include “Free Fallin’,” “Mary Jane’s Last Dance,” “I Won’t Back Down,” “Don’t Do Me Like That,” “Don’t Come Around Here No More,” and many more.

2CD# GFN 002898602 $22.98

Creedence Clearwater Revival Ultimate Collection 3-CD Set

This historic Creedence Clearwater Revival collection, featuring 52 timeless tracks on three compact discs! Songs include “Bad Moon Rising,” “Down on the Corner,” “Looking Out My Back Door,” “Proud Mary,” and many more. An absolute must for CCC fans and all fans of classic rock music. Creedence Clearwater Revival never sounded so good!

3CD# FAN 34162 $24.98

The Very Best of the Moody Blues

This 30-track double-disc collection from Sony showcases the visceral power of Janis Joplin’s voice. Tracks from the 60s rock icon include “Down On Me,” “Piece of My Heart,” “Trust Me,” “Tell Mama,” “A Woman Left Lonely,” her classic version of “Me and Bobby McGee,” and many more!

2CD# SBMG C2K8713 $17.98

Janis: Little Girl Blue DVD

DVD# FLMR 760137830498 $19.98

The Very Best of the Moody Blues

It’s hard for a one-disc compilation to satisfy the surface of all that a band like Moody Blues has done, but this seventeen-track release comes close! All of the group’s fan favorites are here, of course including “Night In White Satin,” “The Story In Your Eyes,” “Your Wildest Dreams,” and “Tuesday Afternoon (Forever Afternoon).”

CD# PLYD 3145398002 $16.98

Springsteen on Broadway 2-CD Set

This 2-disc set is the soundtrack to the Netflix film Springsteen on Broadway and contains the complete live performance of the show. The solo acoustic performance was written and performed by Tony Award, Academy Award, and 20-time Grammy Award winner Bruce Springsteen, and is based on his best-selling autobiography “Born to Run.” The show ran on Broadway from October 2017 through December 2018.

2CD# COLB 19075904362 $19.98
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Just Ask.
We can obtain virtually any CD or DVD*. Mail or email us the details and we'll try to track them down for you, then get back to you with prices. If time permits, we can research a limited number of selections while you are on the phone.
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Ship it Free
Select FreeFreight to have your order shipped for Free!* Delivery time is slower (typically 10-14 days) than with our regular shipping method. Your order is consolidated in our warehouse and shipped via USPS Media Mail. Minimum order size is $25 for this option.

* US addresses only

Ship it Fast
If you do not explicitly request FreeFreight for your order, our regular shipping rates will apply. Delivery time for this option runs about 3-10 days and your order may come from multiple locations. Shipping rates are on the order form of this catalog.
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Battle Castle - 2 DVD Set
This two-disc DVD set brings to life tales of the mighty medieval fortifications, clashes that defied limits of military technology and brought down empires, and events that created legends. (see page 15)

I'll Be Seeing You - 2 CD Set
Songs That Won The War
This treasury of music from the 1940s features two discs of songs including "I've Got My Love To Keep Me Warm," "Sweet Georgia Brown," "Take the A Train" and many more! (see page 16)

See Pages 14 - 27
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Select FreeFreight to have your order shipped for Free!* Delivery time is slower (typically 10-14 days) than with our regular shipping method. Your order is consolidated in our warehouse and shipped via USPS Media Mail. Minimum order size is $25 for this option.

* US addresses only

Ship it Fast
If you do not explicitly request FreeFreight for your order, our regular shipping rates will apply. Delivery time for this option runs about 3-10 days and your order may come from multiple locations. Shipping rates are on the order form of this catalog.
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Monday - Friday
10:00 am - 7 pm et
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Gershwin: U.S. Army Concert Band
Highlights of Gershwin's best-loved songs and most popular works including "Summertime," "An American in Paris," "Rhapsody in Blue," and many more. (see page 20)
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Not only are we offering a range of CDs, DVDs, and albums, but we also have a special order service that can obtain virtually any CD or DVD*. You can provide us with the details and we'll try to find the item for you. If time permits, we can research a limited number of selections while you're on the phone.

For customers who prefer to shop online, we offer a convenient shopping option. Simply visit our website, www.hbdirect.com, and search for your favorite artists or genres. You can also browse through our catalog and place your order online.

In addition to our regular shipping options, we offer FreeFreight as a special option for orders over $25. This option provides slower delivery (typically 10-14 days) compared to our regular shipping method, but it's completely free.

For those who require faster delivery, we have the Ship it Fast option. Please note that this option comes with regular shipping rates.

Contact us at 1 800 222 6872 for any questions or to place your order. Our customer support team is available Monday to Friday from 10:00 am to 7:00 pm.